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AFTER Huerta what?
How soon will the nest

L

revolution,

come?
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NO. 258.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, SATURDAY,

HUERTA, DISCREDITED BY PAST
FRIENDS. AND UNABLE TO TREAT
V.TTII CONSTITUTIONALISTS,

QUITS

i

WASHINGTON

7

RECEIVES WORD

THAT FEDERAL PRESIDENT

IS

ABOUT TO RESIGN HIS OFFICE

Francisco Carbajal, Minister of Foreign
Affairs, is Named as
Successor
CARRANZA

SAYS

HE'

WILL

ESTABLISH

PEACE

Prospective Executive Said To Be Willing To Treat With
On Any Terms, Even Complete Surrender, To Obtain
Peace
Misunderstanding Rumored Greatly Exaggerated And All Disagreements Said To
Have Been Settled,

Revol-utionisl-

s

Villa-Carran-

Huerta to Abdicate
Washington, July J 1. Information
was received from Mexico City by diplomats here today saying that General Huerta would resign within two
or three ldays, in favor of Francisco
Carbajal, newly appointed minister of
foreign affairs.
It was learned that the appointment
cf Carbajal, who "took office yesterday,'
is part of a general program by which
it is hoped to make peace with the
constitionalists. The Huerta delegates
to the Niagara conferences are understood to have been awaiting this move
for several days.
Carbajal has long been a member of
the supreme court of Mexico and on
May 31 last was elected chief justice.
Realizing that the constitutional generals would disapprove the plan for
peace conferences with representatives of General Huerta as proposed
by the mediators, because they don't
wish to have dealings in any form
with Huerta, the suggestion was made
to the Huerta group that another man
be placed in power with whom the
constitutionalists might feel disposed
;,

,

.

i

to treat

Carbajal is a member, of the class
which supported Huerta but is regarded as having liberal sympathies. He
was the peace encoy whom General
Porfirlo Diae sent to Juarez in 1911
and arranged with. Madero for the
. transfer of power to the successful
:.
. revolutionists.
Carbajal for Surrender
It Is believed here that Carbajal
will endeavor to arrange teruis of
which would be virtually terms
; peace
of surrender. The people in Mexico
City are reported apprehensive of a
military conquest of the capital and the
efforts of an influential class are be-- ,
iieved to be directed toward arrng- Ing a peaceful transfer of power,
There would be no necessity for a
j
large army to enter theMeJScan.'
j Ital under such a plan,' but merely a
few .thousand men able to maintain
order If .t he federal 'troops exacuated.
.7 "With the' naming of. arbajal renewed
f efforts will brnide, It Is understood,
T
by the Mexican delegates who. iwere
at the Niagara mediation to bring
about a peace conference. Washington representatives of General Carranza are in favor of such a plan.
.

.
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Moot Question at Conference
Torreon, Mexico, July 11. At the
arranzarVllla conciliation conference
at Torreon an effort to preevnt General Carranza or any of the military
leaders of the revolution from becoming candidates for the presidency or
vice presidency failed to be adopted,
according to a lengthy official statement issued here today. The motion aws mada by the Villa
delegates. A motion passed, however,
cr.Hir.g upon the. first chief, as presi

dent, ad interim at the triumph of the
revolution to cal la convention com
the
posed of delegates representing
constitutionalist army, every thousand
soldiers to be represented by one dele
gate selected by a committee of military chiefs to be approved by the genera of the division, which would fix
the date and arrange for the election.
A fist of names-w- ar
sligested" to
Carranza by all the delegates, from
which he could select if he saw fit, a
provisional cabinet or a consulting
committee to act until the election of
permanent officers. Resolutions also
were adopted condemning what was
declared the activity of the clergy in
assisting the Huerta central government. This committee waged a fight
in which the Villa delegate attempted
to eliminate any military leader In
cluding Carranza, from presidential
possibilities.
Those recommended as suitable for
tft
provisional cabinet were Iglesias
Cameron, Luis Cabrera, Antonio Vllla-reaMiguel Silva, Manuel Bonilla, Alberto Pani Eduardo F. Hay, Ignacio
Pes'queira, Miguel Diaz Lombardo, Jose
Vafcconcelos, Miguel Alesio Robles,
an Francisco Gonzales Garza.
An important act of the conference
was directed against the clergy which
had taken part In the. present revolu
tion. The statement said:
"That members of the Roman Catholic church, .who materially or intel
lectually had assisted the usurper, Vie- toriano Huerta, should be . punished."
The convention first agreed tjiat'
the supreme1
General Carnfnza-wa- s
leader of the revolution and General
Villa the chief of the division of the
north. With this as a basis for the
negotiations discussion began, each
side advancing, certain suggestions
which were voted down, modifiea or
adopted in full. In regard to the com
plaint, that General Carranza had not
assisted sufficiently the division Of
the north with munitions, a resolution
MUs adopted afler some
argument
which called "for all divisions of the
constitutionalist ' army to "receive
from the first chief all the equipment
'
that they may need.''' '
Certain concessions also we're given
that the various chiefs might have administrative powers as well as milis
'
tary.
The internal trouble in the state
of Sonora was in an adopted recommendation calling on General Carran
za "to obtain a solution of the conflict'" iii the western state where Gen
eral Obregon, Carranza's western divisional commander, w ho was not rep
resented in the conference? here, and
Jose Maria Maytorenai the, constitu
tional governor, have disagreed. It
was suggested also, that Maytorena
resign if he believed such action
would end the trouble!
Carr.mza was nair.'. j ashaving sole
j,

'

right to appoint or remove any federal employes. Resolutions to . push
the revolution until the "last vestige
of the
army shall disap
pear' ana) matters pertaining to the
agrarian and economical problems of
the country completed the parts of
the documents as adopted and signed
;
by the framers.
'

Guaymas Not Evacuated
Saltillo, July 9 (via Laredo, Texas.
July 11.) Previous repoTts that the
Seaport of Guaymas had been evacuated by federals were in error, 'according to advices from General Alvarado,
commanding the constitutionalists
that cityv Alvarado reportel
he had moved the forces so as t surround Guaymas completely on the
'
land side.
Obregon Captures Supp'iej
The following message was received
today from General Obrfrgoi, dated
Guadalajara, July 9:
"I have the honor to repo t that u?
to this time I have capture 1 5 j trams
from the enemy, eight cannon, feven
machine guns, two ca-- s it artillery
and ammunition aud six of rifle cart
ridges and still continue to capture
prisoners and supplies.''
Shortage of Coal Over
' The
shortage of coal for moving
trains, from which General Villa Is
said to have suffered recently, is to
be relieved immedialfily.
General
Carranza has given orders to alicw
coal trains to be run from the
coal fields near SablnaB to Torreon, where it was said traffic had
been interrupted because of lack of
'
fuel.
Coa-huil-

Report was also received from
Vera Cruz,' that f uily"half
the federal forces were ready to join
Hie constitutionalists. General Garcia
s
Pena of the federal garrison at
has been ordered to Mexico
City to reinforce the garrison there.
General Estaban Marquez, who lolls
the larger part of the state of Puebla
for the constitutionalists, has sent a
delegation here to greet Genera! Carranza and receive orders. This delegation left for Saltillo. June 27.
John R. Silliman, American vice
consul at Saltillo, has arrived here to
resume his duties.
Carranza Proclamation
General Carranza, the constitutional
1st chief, Issued a statement heer to
day reiterating his intention, of carry
ing out the Tlan of Guadalupe. He
announced:
"I shall continue to struggle to es
tablish peace throughout the republic
as .soon as possible, Uhd" will immediately 'thereafter call elections which
of
will result In the
constitutional order in Mexico."
--

Infantrymen From Acapulto Uh,
On Board United Stales Ship MCali-- j
;fornia, Maztlan, July 10, by wireless
to San Diego, July 11.) Reports re
ceived at federal headquarters here
today sav that the British, steamer
Acajutlas sailed from Acapulco for Sa-lina Cruz with 450 Infantrymen. The
city is left with 30t irregular troops
as guards.
The cruiser California and the des
troyer Preble sailed early today to
Santa. Rosalia', a- targe French mining
'
town across" th"tfirtf of California
from' GuAymaS. The gunboat .Annapolis and the German cruiser ;Leipsic
.
sailed for Guaymas.
Break Exaggerated
Albuquerque, July 11. Dr. BSigio
Osuna of Albuquerque, a ' personal
friend of General Carranza, has returned here after two months In
Mexico as personal hysician to the
constitutionalist chief.
Dr. Osuna says he is familiar with
all details of the differences between
Carranza and Villa and while he is
not at liberty .to. disclose them, de
clares the whole matter will be made
public in official statements within a
few days.' The break has been exaggerated, Dr. Osuna says, and will
be healed without leaving scars or
Vllla-Carran-

Even in the event Carrnnza and Villa should not be entirely harmonized.

JULY 11, 1914.

constitutionalist" cause would result,
since he declares other generals are
in command, at the troops now con
centrating on f San li.ils Potosl, who
are fully competent to carry out successfully the final taking of Mexico
City, which, he says confidently, will
be done soon, and with comparatively
little serious fighting. Dr. Osuna Is
to return to Mexico after closing his
practice here as ch'ief surgeon in the
constitutionalist army
,

CITY EDITIO

BALLOON RACE IN

ST. LOUIS
TODAY
ENTRIES IN ELIMINATION
TRIAL FOR THE GORDON
BENNETT CUP

MANY

' Ruiz En Route to
Europe
Mexioon City,
July 1. Roberto
Este,van Ruiz,, former acting Mexican FINALS KANSAS CITY IN FALL
foreign minister left oday. for Vera "
, -- - ,.
t
Crua on his way to Europe and South
BOY
OF
MEMBER OF
SIXTEEN
"
America.'
--

'

CREW
BILL CUT

"AERO

CLUB OF

ST, LOUIS"

.

revisin
Washington, July 11.-- In
the Clayton omnibus trust bill as it
passed the house, the senate judiciary
committee today struck out section 3
which would make it unlawful for any
owner, operator or transporter of the
products of any mine, oil, or gas well,
reduction works, refinery or hydro-eletri- c
plant or for any persons selling such products to refuse arbitrarily
to sell the product to any responsible
person applying for' it
It was held by the commission that
such a provision established a dan
gerous precedent In legislation, parti
cularly because it strikes at one gener
al line of Industry. Other amendments
are planned to the sections relating to
price discrimination, price fixing and
laltor. The interstate commerce com
mission hoped to have the railroad
securities control bill completed by
Monday at the latest.

Of

Protective Order of Elks does not
meet here until Monday, a large advance guard of visitors has already
"
put Jn an appearance. Reports received from all parts of the country
indicate that the number of strangers
to be inDenver during the coming
weelc wll probably be the largest
ever, entertained here. All arrange
ments for the blgr gathering ', were
For
practically completed today.
months past the local committee has
been hard at work and as a result
of its efforts the visitors will, find
that nothing has peea left undone to
contribute to their pleaaura'and oraion. u ne business section of the
city Is already blosebming out in a
sea of flags and hunting, the official
purple of the order predominating in
the color schepie. , Welcome arches
and hundreds of elaborate electrical
decorations Jiave been placed in conspicuous positions throughout the central portion of the cityi
-

STOIISTADBLAf.lED
FOR

RECORD HOLDER HAS ENTERED
MANY

INTERESTING

FEATURES

PROMISED TO LEVITATION

ENTHUSIASTS

i

The nation
al haloon race which is to start from
hfre this afternoon is the annual eli
mination contest to select entrants for
the International race for the Gordon
Eennett cup which will start from
Kansas City next October. Each nation that takes part in the international race is entitled to three entrants.
One of the Americanentrants Is R. H.
Upson, who won the last International
race, which was held in Paris. The
two balloonists who make the grea-es- c
distance in an air line in the
race starting today will be qualified
for the international race of this year.
Following are the balloonists who
INTERMOUNTAIN RATES
have entered for the elimination race:
Warren Mason, Brookvllle, O.j balEFFECTIVE OCTOBER I loon "Hoosler."
R. A. D. Preston, Akron, 0. ; balloon
"Goodyear."
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMIS'
Arthur T. Atherbolt, Philadelphia.
SION ANNOUNCES
NEW
Paul J.' McCullough, St. Louis; balTARIFF FOR FALL
loon, "Uncle Sam."
William F. Assman, St. Louis; balWashington, July, 11. The effective
"Miss Stfia."
loon,
date of the interstate commerce combElloon,
i
mission's "luterm6ufi tain ""rate 6rders
"Aero Cluo of St. Louis." .
sustained
the
supreme
by
recently
E. S. Cole, St. Lou!s.
court, was advanced to October 1, to
Jerome Kingsbury, New York.
enable the railroads to compile and
John
Waits, Kansas City.
publish the tariffs to be put intp efF. I'onaldsson, Springfield, 111.
Roy
fect.
All the balloons entered in the race
Slight ' modifications o(f the, zone
Lave a capacity of 80,000 cubic feet.
boundary lines fixed in the original
aeronauts have thrilling
order have been made to make the Many of the
Preston was aide to
records.
Captain
zones on diagonal traffic from the
international
Lake Superior region to the Pacific R H. Upson in the last
their balloon won the con
and
race,
coast, and from Galveston to the north
over 17 competitors, staying in the
Pacific coast conform to the zones test
4S hours.
air
already fixed In tariffs applicable to
'
Captain Atherbolt has made over
c'ass rates.
100' balloon flights.
His first long
At a hearing to be held in October
was in 1907 from St Louis when
flight
the railroads will be afforded an opwith Major Henry B. Hersey he took
portunity to ' show that on( certain arin the international race and
ticles wbictt'take a thorough rate to part
in Canada, after crossing the
landed
the Pacific coast of $1 or less for carLakes.
; Ih tie International race
Great
toads and $2 or less for less than carstarted
from Stuttgart, Germany,
that
loads,' greater relief ought'' to ... be
in 1912, he flew the lengths of Gergranted. This traffic is heavy, hut
and Russia and,- - .landed in the
out . the shlpiHent&iuamtch of which many
Baltic
region inear St, Petersburg. On
AtIs now carried byisea, from the
he was arrested by the; Rus
landing
lantic to the Pacific. The carriers, in
sian authorities as a German spy.
terms, have agreed to abide by the,
William F. Assman of St. Louis has
conclusions d the commissions on
an aeronaut since he was 17 years
been
that hearing by January lv
,
old.
..July 14, 1909, his balloon fell
Some articles are excepted from the
. at
20(000,,
nignt into iaks
taeet
operation of the long and short haul'
NJpissing, Canada. Assman was In.
provision of the law after October,!,' the water all
night, and was rescued!
follows:
two Indians. In a balloon he has
by
Sulphate of ammonia, chloride and Crossed the Great Lake three times.
carbide of calcium, canned fruits,
Captain Assman wij have no aide In
meats, mince meats, tomatoes, green the
flight this' afternoon, as his balcoffee, cotton piece goods, hardware loon is not in good condition. The
and tools, pig iron, structural iron, iron baloon "Million
Population Club" in
fence, Iron posts. Iron pipe, wire fenc- which he intended to fly was lost in
ing, paints, pa.per, rice, radiators, sec- the recent balloon race that started
tional boilers, pig and slab tin, and
'
from Portland. Ore.
insulated copper wire.'
John Berry, who flew. In the
Captain
Those articles will . take a higher Million.
Club" ;ln the Port
rate to Intermediate points than to land race,Population
aeronautic ca
his
started
Pacific, coast terminals, ."chiefly be- - reer in 1R62 when he was 14 years
cause of the water competition to the old. ' In
July, 1912,; in the national
Pacific coast.
races from Kansas City, Berry rode
a thunderstorm for 12 hours. The basMRS. CARMAN CONSULT8 LAWYER ket filled with water waist deep. As
Mineola, N. Y., July 11. Mrs. Flor- aido in the race today. Berry will have
ence Conklin Carman, charged with Albert Von Hoffman, Jr.. who graduatthe St. Louis high
the murder of Mrs.. Louise Bailey, was ed this spring from
and is barely 16 years old.
jchools
engaged today in going over the testi- They will fly in the "Aero Club of St.
mony given at the coroner's inquest, Louis" the same haloon in- which
with her attorney, George M. Levy. Berry traveled . in the international
Mrs. Carman has aided him consider- race of 1912 when he fell into the
Baltic sea.
ably, her attorney said, in analyzing
E. S. .Cole, who was granted a pithe testimony which caused her arrest.
lot's license in 1911, holds the distance
record for a flight in a 40,000 cubic-foo- t
M. E. IN GALLS DIES
capacity balloon. In such a balHot. Springs, Va.. July 11. Melville loon he flew from Topka, Kan., to
K. Ingails. financier and riil'ond man. Trng'er.
OUa, a distance of 35
died here early today of heart failure. miles.
St. Louis, Mo., July 11.
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YRECIl IN

ST. LAVREKCE
THIRD OFFICER WHO .CHANGED;
COURSE WITHOUT AUTHOR- j
;
ITY CENSURED
.

TUFTENES

IS

--

V

TESTIMONY
BY "
OFFICERS .OF COLLIER AND

EMPRESS CITED
BOTH PORT AND
IN

STARBOARD

ANY EVENT ACCIDENT IS
EXCUSABLE IN VIEW OF
THE FACTS

IN-

NEW HOME OF ENGINEERS

Berlin, July 11. The Society if
German Engineers has just built for
itself a new home at a most of nearly
$500,000.
It now has more thajri
0
members, and re is calmed that
this is the largest organization of its
class in the world. It has branch organizations in England, China, Argentine and other countries. The society
has recently accepted an invitation
to visit the San Francisco exposition,
and it is expected that a very large
number will take part In this excursion.

.

RESPC;LE

CONTRADICTORY

.

.

CLAYTON

J

.J

DENVER TO WELCOME ELKS
Denver,
the
July
giand lodge of the Benevolent and

July 11 the collier Stor-sta- d
is held to blame for the Empress
of Ireland disaster, in the findings of
the wreck commission, banded down,
today.
The commission holds that the dis
aster was due to the Storstad's change
of course, ordered by the third officer
without instructions from the first officer, who was in charge of the collier at the time.
The Empress was sunk in the St.
jAwrence on May 29, with a loss of
more than 1,000 lives.
The collier's third officer found re
sponsible is Alfred Tuftenes.- He was
on the bridge when the crash occurAMERICAN WINS PARIS red and the report holds that "he was
wrong and negilgent in keeping the
of the vessel in his own
10ND
AIR RACE navigation
hands and failing to call the captain
when the saw the fog coming on."
BROCK BEATS
RAOUL GARROS The report says the disaster was not
due to any special characteristics f
NEARLY AN HOUR IN
the St Lawrence. It was a disasti'.-whic-h
ROUND TRIP
might have occurred In an"
Lionoon, July 11. The aeroplane river in similar circumstances.
The report notes a radical conflict
race from London to Paris and back
todo x i.waa
on .by, Wai:r .L,. Brocfc. in the testimony of ofScers of ti e
' "
the American airman, who recentlv Kn.prvHH an,( of the Storslad."
The
witnesses
from the Storstad,"
carried off the aerial derby round
reads the report, "say they were apLondon and the
proaching so as to pass red to red.
air race.
those on the Empress say they
while
Brock arrived at the Henden air
were approaching so as to pass green
drome just outside London at
p.
to green. The stories are irrecon- m., having taken exactly three hours
We have, therefore, thought
cilible.
and a half to fly from the Buca aeroto found our conclusions
advisable
it
As
his flying
drome, outside Paris.
on the events spoken
almost
entirely
Time on the outward
journey from of
witnesses
the
and on their proby
Henden to Paris was 3 hours and 33
bable sequence in order to arrive at a
minutes, the total duration of his
solution of the difficulty.
double Journey was 7 hours, 3 min
"We have come to the conclusion that
utes and 6 Beconds, official time.
was mistaken if he supposed
On his arrival Brock received a Juftenes
was any intention on the
great welcome from the huge crowd
of the Empress to pass port to
part
assembled In the aerodrome. He has
or that she, in fact, by her lights,
become very popular ia England since port,
manifested the Intention of doing so;
his arrival here from .Chicago two
but it appears to us to be a mistake
years ago.
which would have been of no conseRaoul Garros, the Frenchman, whs
if both ships had subsequently. v
quence
the second to return to Hendon. He
eourses.
,
their
kept
arrived at 6:23 p. i4, having taken 4
the ships came Into
after
"Shortly
hours and 14 minutes to accomplish
the position of green to green, as
the homeward journey. His total flyclaimed by Captain Kendall, or red to!
ing time was 8 hours 19 minutes.
red, as claimed by Mr. Tuftenes, rha
fog shut them out from each other
and it is while they were both enve-loped In this fog that the course of one
TODAY IN CONGRESS
or the other was onanged and the
t
collision brought aoout.
.vw
"Therefore the question as to who
Senate: Not Iii session; meets on is to blame resolves Itself into a simMonday.
ple issue, namely, which of the ships
House: Met at noon. i.t
changed her course during the fog.
Senate amendments to- the aviation
"There is in our opinion, no ground
bill were adopted.
for saying that the course of the EmDebate was begun, on the general press of Ireland was ever changed la
the sens "that the wheel was wilfully
deficiency appropriation bill,
rcfOve.V but as-ti-te
hearing proceeded
ajioihee
explanation was propounded,
YACHTS TRY AGAIN
-..Newport R. I., July 11. A turn to namely, that the vessel changed her
not
reason
of
y course,
any wilful alby
windward in a fickle four knot
terations
but
of
her
in consewheel,
run
was
home
the
air, and a
course of today's contest of the three quence of some uncontrolled move. ,
America's cup yachts Resolute, De nient
"This, it was suggested, mlht have
fiance, and Vanltie.
been due to an insufficient area of ruJ
The yachts sailed over a sea which
del or some mishap to the steering
bad a long ro'l to it The sloo;ts
gear, but, says the report, "we ere
tot
as
red
p'tched and
(hey worked of the
opinion that the allegations aa
their way slow.y to .v I'luward in the
to their conditions are not well foundtrick fog.
ed."
The starting signal wag blown at
11:43 and the yachts went over the
PREJUDICE DISAPPEARING
lrtle In the following order:
Constantinoide, July 11. The
Vanitie, '11:45:12; Defiance, ll:4fi; Moslem
t s tr s
Resolute, 11:47.
disappearing from Turkey evon t
The course was southwest by south j extent of p
V tl -V o f
and the outer mark was shout five jsacrf i r t
miles off Block Island1. Resolute fall-lo- t
the i
. i
ed to pet over the Hue within the; prc
'
handicap time of two minutfi. but thd.
Quebec,

25,-00-

-

London-to-Manches-t-

1

smith-westerl-

rr'u,'o

.-u

iy7?VY

y

h

m

H;i

r

i'

ner party In honor of Mr. TUden
Hoskins and Miss Alary Swearingin
of Champagne, IIL, who are visiting in
the city with relatives. Dancing followed the dinner and the party was
a decidedly Jolly affair. Those who
attended were Mr. Tilden Hoskins,
Mrs. P. H. LeNoir, the Misses Mary
Swearingln, Lorna Johnson, Messrs.
Herbert Gehring, James Raynolds,
William Hoeklns and Carlos Splesj.

w

dames Jefferson Raynolds, Ida Kruse
McFarlane, W. R. Tipton, F. L. Myers,
W. N. Rosenthal ana Frank Carroon,
all officers of the Women's club with
the exception of the guest of honor.
Misses Marie Mann, Ruth Winters,
Frances Myers, Grace Lord, Jeanette
Spiess and Sylvia Vollmer, assisted
with the refreshments. Ninety ladies

attended.
Mrs. LeNoir Gives
House Party

Mrs. Hallet Raynolds
Entertain for Mrs. McFarlane

Dozen Meets
With Mrs. Wesner
.
The Round Dozen club met ThursW. Wesday, afternoon with Mrs. C.
Round

ner. The session closed with refreshments. Those present were
John York, F. L. Myers. C
L. V. Crocker, Ev L. Hammond.
Clarence Iden, George A-- Fleming and
cards forming the entertainment. Re
C. W. Wesner.
freshments closed the affair. Those
present were Mr. and Mrs, David
Mrs. Rosenwald
Winternltz, Mrs. Emma Kohn, the
Entertains School Chum
LoenMrs. Cecilio RoBenwald entertained Misses Hannah Friedman, Emily
HamCarolina
Edna
Levenson,
her
and
berg,
McFarlane
Kruse
Mrs. Ida
Harold
Messrs.
a
Sidney Harburg,
burg;
mother Mrs. Frederick Kruse and
Tuesday; Kohn, Milton Taichert and Daniel Taifew friends at dinner on
Mrs. McFarlane and Mrs. chert.
evening.
'4
Rosenwald were together at Vassar
no 123456
and it was for the sake of recalling Society
Normal
Students
held.
those days that the dinner wai
'
" '
v
Visit El Porvenlr
were
among
Normalltes
A party of
Bright Idea Bridge Club
Porvenir
to
El
who
those
Mrs.
Gortner
journeyed
Entertained by
The Bridge Idea nrldge club met today. The picnic was planned for
this afternoon with Mrs. W- - E. Gort- last Saturday but on account of the
ner, instead of yesterday afternoon. rainy weather was postponed until
A delightful afternoon ' was spent, today. In the crowd were the Misses
which was concluded with refresh- Pauline Bemis, Louise Bemis, lone
ments. Present were Mesdames C S. Austin, Lillian Smith, Austry, Messrs.
Ches-le- y
Jxsey, Brownie Raynolds, Charles A. Frank Condon, Frank Culberson,
Schreck.
E.
E.
and
B.
Thomason
Davis,
E.
J.
MeWenie,
Spiess,
Herbert Clark, Hallet Raynolds and
Pleasure Party In
E. D. Raynolds.
Romeroville Canyon
V 1 n
Thursday morning in the Romero
Sewing Party Given by
ville canyon, occurred an interesting
Miss Marie Mann
Wednesday afternoon Miss Marie little affair when Dr. and Mrs. E. B.
Mann was hostess at a delightful aft- Shaw were the hosts at a breakfast
ernoon sewing party, which was the in the woods given in honor of Mrs.
first of a series. Refreshments were Ida Kruse McFarlane. The trip to the
served. Thosje present were the canyon was made by automobile and
Misses Regina Stern, Caroline Green-berge- r. proved interesting as well as being a
EdnaLovenson, Marion Har- unique affair. Those present were
ris, Frances Myers and Ruth Winters. Mrs. Ida Kruse McFarlane, Mrs.
Frederick Kruse, Mr. and Mrs. E. N.
Kearney. Mrs. J. S. Little, Dr. and
Mrs. Joseph Taichert
Mrs. E. B. Shaw and Henry Shaw,
Belles
Entertains for Baltimore
H
Mrs.
at
her
home,
Sunday evening
Joseph Taichert entertained In honor Miss Jeanette Spiess
of Miss E. Loenberg and Miss Edna Entertains at Dinner
Thursday evening at her home Miss
Levenson of Batimore, Md. A delightwas
and
Jeanette
Spiess entertained at a din
ful evening
spent, dancing
Mes-lum-

,

"

'
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Last Saturday afternoon a delight
ful house party was given by Mrs. P.
H. LeNoir at her home on the boule
vard. The affair was a substitute for
a week-enparty to have taken place
at Camp .Montezuma. During the aft
ernoon and evening entertainment
suitable to the Fourth of July was in
dulged in. A delightful luncheon was
served by the hostess during the
evening. Those present were Mn. and
Mrs. W. P. Southard, Mrs. Doughty,
the Misses Lorna Johnson, Marie Roberts, Mary Romero, Lola Doughty,
Hazel Gerard, Jeanette Spiess, Messrs.
Lorenzo Delgado, Herbert Gehring, G,
H. Kinkel, L. T. Swallow and J. E,

Last night after the lecture at the
Normal Mrs. Hallet Raynolds entertained at an Informal party in honor
of Mrs. Ida Kruse McFarlane of Den
ver. Dancing was the amusement after which refreshment were served.
The Bright Idea Bridge club com
nosed the guests of the evening. The
members present were Mrs. C A.
Si less, Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Raynolds,
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., Mr.
and Mrs. H. W. Clark, Mr. and Mrs.
E. J. McWehie. Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
Gcrtner, Dr. and Mrs. C. ,S. Losey,
Mrs. B. B. Raynolds, of Omaha, Mr.
William Springer and Mr. W. J. Lu
Hope.
ces.
Woman's Club Entertains
Ida Kruse McFarlane
Yesterday afternoou at the home of
Mrs. John Robbins, the Women's club
gave a reception In honor of Mrs. Ida
Kruse McFarlane of Denuver University, who has been in the city for the
past week delivering lectures before
the summer school of the New Mexico
Normal University.
The Robbins home was very attrac
tively decorated for the occasion. In
the dining room red carnations and
foliage were used and the other rooms
were attractively ornamented with a
multiplicity of flowering plants and
greens.
During the afternoon delightful In
strumental music was furnished by
Miss Bessie Cooley and Mrs. Reiman
sing a number of solos.
In the line of hostesses were Mes- -

The Mode in Gowns of Taffeta

1

CHURCH OF

rr- -

Rabeyrolle,

First mass 6:30 a. m.; second mass
t 10 a. m. Sunday school in English
and Spanish at 3 p m, in Spanish at
8:30 p. m. Rosary en: benediction
.if the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.
'
tn.

,

Sunday school ior Exgllsh speaking and Spanish speaking children
avery Sunday at 1:30 p. ix
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR
ROWS Very Rev. Paul Gilberton,

Pastor.
First mass at

6 a. m. Third Sunday
excepted.
Second mass 8
Sermon in
English. This Is Children's mass but

am.

is wearable.
edged with a
follows the lines as set forth by Kurz-ma- n ruffle of the material, is an extreme
in the full model shown here, development of this idea. It has been
with more or less fidelity usually retained in many gowns, but so modiless. For great is' the ingenuity fied as to do away with awkward
which has been brought to bear in bunchiness and width of the hips.
The blouse is loose, well adjusted
adapting the French modes to that
trimness of expression which Ameri- over a wide girdle, and cool looking.
The girdle is mads of a bias width
cans admire in their clothes.
For a slender figure the taffeta of silk extended into a rosette which
s
at
town pictured is altogether good supports a bunch of
tyle. It is not to he considered by the center.
The narrow band of velvet about
any other, but embodies little touches
and details useful to anyone who con- the neck, finished with a tiny bow
templates joining tLe throng that is at the left, and a bracelet like it on
the wrist, are lovely little items that
taffeta clad.
The rather low cut of the bodice overy possessor of a passably fair
4hows the influence of the comfort- hand, arm or neck, should seize upon.
able and graceful Chinese collar, and They make the skin look very white,
its border of three thicknesses of and are In keeping with the gown,
folded net is beautifully soft and be- to which Jewels do not seem to
coming. The kimono blouse shows
The hat, too, is noteworthy. Of
the sleeves smaller and worn without
an undersleeve.
lace, velvet ribbon, and flowers, It
The fullness of the skirt at the tells the same story as the gown a
front has been dispensed with in story of our little masquerade in the
many American models. It is sug- fashions of other days which bespeak
gested by a fiat plait or replaced by the gpntlewoman and may perhup.i rethree horizontal plaits in a plain front. flect something of her type.
JULIA BOTTOMl.EY.
Jut cn a slim figure the bunchiness
forget-me-not-

This church welcomes any who are
d, grieved or lonely, friendless or
hopeless; all who love the Gospel, or
need a Savior, and to whosoever will
it opens wide its doors and bids you
welcome to the house of our common
Father.
The ushers will seat you, the music
will please you, the Gospel will satisfy
you, and the people are friendly.
Morning sermon: "Now I Know the
Bible to Be the Inspired Word of
God." This is the second sermon in
the series and will be taken up from
the standpoint of fulfilled prophecy.
A stereopticon sermon
Evening:
on the life of Christ, "His Birth and
Early Ministry," as brought out and
illustrated through the world famous
Tissot 'paintings. The pictures are of
the highest art and will give a cour
nected review of the life of the Christ.
An illustrated song entitled "The
New Born King" will be sung by Mr.
Alfred Livingstone of Tucumcart at
the Baptist church Sunday night. This
will be a feature of the first Illustrated sermon with the Tiseot paintings.

everybody is welcome, especially the
English speaking people. Hymns ren
dered by the children under the direc
tion of the Sisters of Loretto.
Third mass at 10 a, m. Sermon in
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH,
Spanish.
Rev. J. S. Moore Rector, 716 National
From 3 to 4 Sunday school.
?
At 4 p. m. May devotion and bene avenue, East Las Vegas.
Fifth Sunday after Trinity, July 12,
diction of the blessed sacrament
"
At the New Mexico Hospital for the
Holy Communion, 7:30.
Insane mass every fourth Sunday by
Sunday School, 9:45.
the reverend pastor.
Morning praye and sermon, 11.
Order of service at 11 o'clock.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
Hymn 400, "Blessed City Heavenly
Regular services every Sunday morn- Salem," Tantum Ergo.
Venite exultemus Domino, Chant,
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday
evening at 8 o'clock in O. R. C- - halL (Robinson.)
Gloria Patri, Chant, (Robinson.)
Te Deum Laudamus (J. B. Dykes.)
FIRST M. E. CHURCH Cpr
Benedlctus, Chant, (Anon).
Sunday school, 9:45. Morning worHymn 143, "Jesus Calls Us," (W.
ship with sermon at 11 o'clock.
and National avenue. Rev. Jfi. H. Jude.)
G. Anderson, pastor,
Sermon.
worth League, 6:45 p. m. Evening
Hymn 606, "Just as I Am," (W. B.
8
o'clock.
sermon
at
with
Bradbury.)
worship
A cordial Invitation It extended to
Presentation of Alms (Anon.)
all who have no other place of worFull' vested choir and cruclfer.
This church is open dally for priship to attend divine erricet at this
vate prayer and meditation.
church.
There will be special music at the The choir will meet for rehearsal
Methodist church tomorrow morning in church tonight at 7.15 o'clock. Imand evening. Miss Eugenia Moore of portant work on hand. A full and
Raton will sing a solo at the morning prompt attendance Is urged.
service. In the evening a quartette
The Altar Guild will meet at 4
consisting of Mrs. F.'L. Reiman, Mrs. o'clock on Thursday with Miss Marie
Mabel E. Hall, Leon Guy and LeRoy Mann, 1022 Seventh street
Brown will sing the anthem "The
All strangers and visitors to our
King of Love My Shepherd Is." The eity are most cordialiy welcome at any
Whit of our services.
solo, "The Lord Is King," by
ney Coombs will be sung by Mrs. F..
L. Reiman, and there will be an orCHURCH
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor, Doug
gan and piano duet by Mrs. Mabel B.
Hall and Miss Ruth Brown. The ser- las avenue and Tenth street
mon theme for the morning service is
Morning worship and sermon at 11
"The Greatness of Moses" and in the o'clock.
Bible study and Sunday school sesevening there will be an address upon
"Savonarola."
sion at 9:45 a. m.
Society of Christian Endeavor at
1
THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
6:30 p. m.
Rev. J. Milton Harris, pastor,
The church extends a mos hearty
Bible school, 9:45 a. m.
welcome to all peor'e- - Visitors and
h

MATTER what the variation of of this pictured design
HOstyle, the smart
The pannier drapery,
gown of taffeta
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CASH ONLY

Next WtehOut Semiannual
July Shoe Sale
'
JULY 13th TO 18th INCLUSIVE

Monday morning we begin a thoe sale of unusual interest to the women of
this vicinity, as these Semiannual shoe sales are REAL events. Carrying as we do
the largest line of shoes in Northern New Mexico, Our fitters are not hampered by
trying to fit a "D'' width shoe; on an M" width foot. During this sale you will get
the same careful and expert Attention, we always give our shoe customers. COME

285 pair of new springs shoes, comprised as follows:
Satin Pumps, Satin Colonials, White and Brown Nubuck
Oxfords, White Nubuck strap Sandals, Patent Ankle

strap Pumps, Patent Pumps, and Patent Baby Doll Pumps
We have these in all sizes and widths, so come early, as early choosing will be
the best. These shoes sell regularly $3.50 to $4 50 pair.

Special next week, pair S2A9
$3,50

to

4,50 Men's Oxfords $2,25

Dozen Pair of Men's "Crossett"

ind "Douglas" Oxfords. Come In
tan
and
black. These Oxfords are all new
patent, gunmetal, and
spring stock, and the regular price of each pair Is stamped on the sole by,
the manufacturer 13.50, $4.00, or $4.50 pair. During this sale you may
4

vicl, In

ing, 8 p. m.

IMMACULATE

Adrian

South SidePia

Bk

Morning worship, 11 a. m.
Young People's meeting, 7 p. m.
Evening service, 8 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Wednesday even

'''HM"Ii'lllrISJ
THE

CONCEPTION
pastor.

.&b$mumfils Son
btabiijhod

Please do not ask
us to send these
shoes on approval

?

The Introduction of new, fancy, and
gymnastic stens into the current
dances, especially among the young
er set, has rather crowded the older
folks into the corner of late years.
Recently, however, the arrival of a
competent instructor In the city, who
understands the intricacies of all the
latest gyrations has brought the eld
ers out of hiding, said teacher being
kept very busy these days teaching
mamma' and papa how to make their
footles do strange and unaccustomed
stunts.
Next. week the teacher plans to
start classes and It is more than
possible that all the couples that .have
been keeping to themselves at recent
dances will soon be on the floor as
happy as the youngsters in the new
steps.

PULPIT
AND

Lai VepLoadingSforo

New Dances
Becoming Fad

fo

:

d

1,

have your choice for

$2,25 pr,

ass
sojourners In the city especially
comed.

wel-

,

THE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH,
Columbia and National avenue.
James E. Richard, pastor.
Hours of service::
Preaching 10:45 a. m., 7:45 p. m.
Sabbath School. 9:30 a. m.
B. Y. P. U.. 6:30 p. m.
If you are without a church b"ne
come!
We can help you.
If you are looking for church work
You can help us.
come!
CHRISTIAN TABERNACLE,
Eighth and Main.
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.

Cor.

Communion and church service

11

a. m.

Christian Endeavor, 7 p.m.
Judge E V. Long will deliver the
morning address following the communion services. A full attendance of
members urged as 'well as all friends
cordially Invited. No evening service.
There Is more catarrh in this section of the country than all other diseases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be Incurable. For a great many years doctors
prononunced it a local disease and pre
scribed local remedies, and by con
stantly falling to cure with local treatment, pronounced it incurable.. Science has proven Catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and therefore requires constitutional treatment Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney and Co., Toledo, O, Is the only
ccnstitutional cure on the market It
Is taken internally.
It acts directly
on the blood and mucous surfaces or
the system. They offer one hundred
dollars for any case it tails to cure.
Send for circulars and testimonials.
Adress. F. J. .CHENEY and CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.

Take' Hall's Family pills for constipation. Adv..

GALLUP SCHOOL REPORT
Sata Fe, July 10. The department
of education today received the annual report of W. L. Bishop, superintendent of the Gallup city schools,
which shows a school census of 902,
an enrollment of 612, and 15 teachers
employed at salaries ranging from $75
a month to $1,800 a year for the

time in the eastern papers that
the eastern papers that the Louisia
na democratic congressional commit
GIVE READING TUESDAY tee has gone over boots and saddle to
the progressives and that Roosevelt
may have to run for governor or New
POPULAR NORMAL TEACHER AN- York to prevent the nomination of
PLEASURABLE
NOUNCES
Wiliam Sulzer on the progressive tick
TREAT FOR ALL
et, recalled the hard time that the pro
gressives have from keeping certain
Miss May Ross, professor of Eng- politicians they have denounced from
lish at the New Mexico Normal Uni- joining their party and capturing its
versity, will give a reading at the leadership.
auditorium of the school next Tuesday afternoon) at 4:30 o'clock. In the
Headache and Nervousness Cured
time that Miss Ross has been on the
"Chamberlain's Tablets are entitled
faculty of the school she has endeared to all the praise I can give them,"
herself not only to her fellow teachers writes Mrs.
Richard Olp, Spencerport,
but to the entire student body, and N. Y.
have o'ured me of headThey
a host of friends outside the univer ache and nervousness and
restored'
sity, and Is always greeted by a large me to my normal health." For sale
and appreciative audience upon every
by all dealers. Adv.
' ,,
public apparance.
Miss Ross will read, three stories,
MORA COUNTY TAX INCREASE"
"Van Bibber as Best Man," by Richard Harding Davis; "On the Stairs,"
Although recent articles have apby Arthur Morrison, and "The End peared in New Mexico
newspapers
of the Past," by Bruno Leasing. The
stating that Mora county has fallea
titles are surely alluring, and subject- below last
year's valuation on agri
ed to the reader's tender mercies, will cultural
lands,
Deputy County Assess
certainly be a treat that no one can or Felipe Sanchez of Mora county who
is
well afford to miss. The reading
was in Las Vegas today, returning
not exclusively for the pupils at the from Santa Fe where he
deposited the
university, but is Intended for all who tax rolls of Mora county, this
morning
can go.
stated that the report is untrue and;
that Mora county has really had an
NEW MEXICO WELL REPRESENTE increase of $30,000 in agricultural
Santa. Fe, July 11. Sixteen dele- lands Instead of a decrease of over
gates from Ney Mexico are in attend- $20,000, as reported. This mistake
ance at the National Educational asso- may have resulted from the fact that
ciation convention at St Paul, Minn., the largep part of the estimates In last
and they are being heard from in no yfar's report, was in varas, instead!
uncertain tones, especially when Coun- cf feet The "county has gained ia
ty Superintendent John V. Conway value of assessments over half a mil
starts in rooting. The New. Mexico lion dollars, according to Mr. Sanchez.
crowd were guests at a chicken dinner
of Harry C. Wilson, the well known There Is Hearing in Foley Kidney Pills
representative of the American Book
You need a mighty good medicine If
The New Mexicans wear once your kidneys are exhausted
company.
bjr
yelow badges and helped to place the neglect and overwork, and you hav
Sunhslne State on the map with their got It in Foley Kidney Pills.. Theifl
enthusiasm.
action Is' prompt, healing and tonic..
Sound health and sound kidneys fol.
GEORGE J. KINDEL FLOPS
low their use. Try them. O. Gi
Fe, July 11. Much interest Schaefer and. Red Cross Drug
. Santa
wae manifest at the capital today in
the announcement that Congressman
George J. Kindel of Denver, known as
SPECIAL CERTIFICATE ISSUED
buster and fighter for fair exannouncSanta
Fe, July 11 The department
has
rates
press and railroad
ed that he has parted way with the of education this forenoon Issued a spe
democratic party and would go on the cial institute instructors certificate
stump this fall for the republicans. to Mrs. Frances E. Nixon of Portales,
Tbc announcement made at the same Roosevelt county.

MISS MAY ROSS WILL

r
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resent, to a greater degree than any
of their predecessors the united ex C:y
perience and thought of the various
branches of the naval service, and
the officers of both line and staff
unite in the belief, that these two
ships will be the most powerful in
'
the world.
The principal Interest of the new
ships lies in their great defensive
power. Not only will they carry a
much
greater weight of armor than
GREATEST
NEVADA, COUNTRY'S
been
has
carried, or is to be carried, This brings to many mlnda an old and
BATTLESHIP, KISSES WAVES
tried family remedy an external apby any ship built or building, but the plication
known as "Mother's Friend."
AT QUINCY, MASS.
adarmor will be disposed to greater
During- the period of expectancy it Is
applied to the abdominal muscles and Is
The armor belt is 13
designed to soothe the Intricate network:
Quincy, Mass., July 11 Amid cheers vantage.
of nerves Involved. In this manner It
and
the
of
the
Inches
thick,
casing
from thousands of throats, one of the
such a splendid Influence as to justify
barbettes 13 inches. In the turrets has
Its use in all cases of coming-- mothergreatest battleships ever built "for the
9 to 18 Inches hood.
armor
from
varies
It has been generally recomthe
United States or any other country
mended for years and years and thosa
armor
the
in
and
the
of
thickness,
who
have
used It speak in highest praise
was successfully launched today at
Is 16 inches. of the immense relief it affords. Particthe yards of the Fore River Ship conning tower and tube
do these knowing mothers speak
The covering of the gun deck is three ularly
of the absence of mornina; sickness,
building company. As the vessel slid
absence
of strain on the ligaments and
the
and
inches thick,
that of
protect,
off the ways little Miss Eleanor
freedom from those many other disinches.
two
deck
tive
tresses which are usually looked forward
niece of Governor
the
An important feature of the side to with so much concern.
Oddle of Nevada, broke a rlbbon-en-aseIs no
There
question but what
armor is the way the plates are at- "Mother's
Friend" has a marked tendency
bottle of champagne over the
to
relieve the mind and this of itself la
tached to the ship. In the older ships
bow of the mammoth sea fighter and
to the physical relief has given
the plates are arranged horizontally in Itaddition
a
1:30
was
very wide popularity among; women.
It
christened her Nevada.
It Is absolutely safe to use, renders
two strips, with a continuous horizono'clock when the massive hull started
the skin
is penetrating In Its
which is slightly above the nature andpliable,
tal
seam,
Is composed of those embroa
few
and
slowly down the Incline,
and cations beat suited to thoroughly' lubrimoments later it was floating grace- water line, between the upper
cate the nerves, muscles, tendons and
This
lower
pre
arrangement
strips.
ligaments Involved.
fully in the waters of the Fore river. sents a continuous
Too can obtain "Mothers Friend" at
point of weakness llmost
The launching of the great ship
any drug store.
most
vulner-- :
near
water
at
a
line
the
la prepared only bv Bradfleld Reir- -'
It
lrewtothe yards a notable gathering
401 Lamar Bids., Atlanta, Ci.
Jlator
Co.,
and
In
the
able point
the Nevada
of distinguished people. In addition
armor
laid
are
Oklahoma
the
plates
to the official party representing the
extend the whole depth honor of the occasion and filled with
etate in whose honor the battleship vertically and
hundreds of visitors, following the
was named, and which was headed of the belt
The tea
guns in the main exchange of greetings the king preby Governor Tasker L. Oddle, the batteries are to be
placed in four tur sided at the laying of the foundation
notable guests Included Secretary of
are
turrets
the
rets,
placed two for stone for the new municipal buildincs.
the Navy Daniels arid Assistant
two aft and the arrange The
ward
and
from
king and queen were then taken
Tetary Roosevelt Naval officers
ment is such that each of the
to Stirling Castle,
automobile
by
Newport
Cbarlestown,
Portsmouth,
can be fired in broadside from where they were the guests of the
and other places also were Included guns
either port or starboard, While with lord lieutenant of the county lunchin the attendance.
a
little maneuvering all of the guns eon. After leaving the castle, the
The Nevada Is a sister ship to the
can
be fired almost dead ahead or royal party returned to Edinbugrh by
on
Oklahoma, which was launched
astern.
In two of the turrets, the one way of Banno ckburn, Falkirk and LinMarch 23 last at Camden, N. J. The
most forward and the one in the lithgow.
dread-naugtwo vessels are of the latest
stern, there will be three gunst Each
type and present some feat
of the other turrets will contain two
EXPOSITION FUNDS RECEIVED
urea of interest entirely apart from
three-guare
the.
first
guns.
They
Santa
Fe, July 11. The New Mexico
their great size. In the first place,
turret ships built for the United States exposition commission today received
are
the
first
battleships
"large
they
from the county commissioners of
ever built In which oil will be used navy.
The Nevada is 554 feet long. When Luna county a warrant for $500, the
This
fuel
for
purposes.
exclusively
'
she will make more first payment on the appropriation for
at
lias enabled the designer to dispense going full speed
20 knots an hour.
than
$2,000 made by that county. Word
oil
entirely with coal bunkers the
was
received today that Curry county
double
in
the
carried
chiefly
being
bottom of the ship. The omission of
If yoa have neglected your kidneys has appropriated $500 and Roosevelt
Bunkers sets free a large amount of and suffer from backache, weak back, county $1,000 for the same purpose.
space below decks, which has enabled headache, rheumatism and distressing Colfax county has voted $2,000, Grant
the designer to concentrate all of the bladder weakness, you will find Foley county $2,000, Chaves $2,000, Santa Fe
six boiler compartments at the center Kidney Pills to be the honestly made. $1,500 and other counties that are proof the ship, where they occupy only healing and curative medicine you gressive are rapidly falling into line
5 feet of her length.
Hence it is need to give you back your health so as to be adequately represented at
possible to (use a single smokestack, and strength. They are tonic in ac- the San Diego exposition.
placed immediately above the boiler tion, quick to give good results. They
DON'T WAIT
TOOtoSI.
will helra you. O. G. Schaefer and
of An East Las Vegas
Take
Advantage
The keel of the Nevada was laid on Red Cross Drug Stora Adv.
Citizen's Experience
November 4, 1912. At the present
When the back begins to ache, time she is more than 70 per cent
ROYALTY VISITS 8TIRLING
wait until .backache becomes
Don't
or
cent
more
10
about
per
completed,
Stirling Scotland, July 11. King
than the average of euch ships at the George and Queen Mary today con- chronic;
time of their launching. The dead cluded the first week of their stay in Til kidney troubles develop;
'Til urinary troubles destroy night's
weight of the ship as she stands today Scotland with a visit to Stirling and
ig upwards of 12,000 tons and she has the historic country surrounding, in rest.
Profit by an East Las Vegas citi"her boilers and the backing for her
cluding the battlefield of Bannock- - zen's
experience.
armor in place. There are no guns turn. The Duke of Montrose, the maaboard as yet Her displacement will gistrates and other dignitaries of the Mrs. S. North, 905 Tilden Ave., East
Las Vegas, says : "I have used Doan's
0
be 27,500 tons and she will have
town greeted their majesties
upon
Pills off and on when I have
Indicated horse power.
their arrival in Stirling this morning. Kidney
The Nevada and the Oklahoma rep The city was profusely decorated in needed them and so nas another of
our family. Doan's Kidney Pills were
recommended to us by a doctor while
we , were visiting In Harrisburg, Pa.
Having twice before publicly recommended Doan's Kidney Pills, I am
glad to acknowledge their worth. We
YOUR MOwEY
have found them to be a reliable remedy for relieving backache and other
troubles, caused by disordered kidneys."
Price 50c at all dealers. Don't
simpl yask for a kidney remedy get
Doan's Kidney Pills the same that
Mrs. North had. Foster-MilburCo,
Props., Buffalo, N. t".
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Frank Springer,
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Interest PaJd On Deposits

RIME CHARTS
BRITISH EXPEDITION
PURPOSES
TO FIND ISLANDS FOR BENEFIT OF MARINE

July 11. Six years at sea
and a voyage of 210,000 miles to hunt
and chart islands, reefs and banks of
doubtful location is what the British
Antarctic and oceanographic expedi
tion now proposes to do for the bene
fit of the world's merchant marine.
Originally Sir Ernest Shackleton and
J. Foster Stackhouse intended only to
survey and chart the coast 'of the
Antarctic continent, looking for such
menaces to shipping as might lie on
their voyage down and back. But
the charts disclose so many points
marked D., P. D. and E. D. doubtful.
position doubtful and existence doubt
ful that the explorers have added
two and a half years to their project
ed voyage, which starts next Decem
ber, in the "Discovery;,"
The seven seas have never been accurately charted because, sayB Mr.
S'tackhouso; "being everybody's business it was nobody's business to do
it" Even the north Atlantic has its
doubtful islands and sunken rocks.
Four different mariners, previous to
the Titanic, disaster, reported seeing
rocks near the point where the ship
went down, and this is one of the
first things to be investigated by the
Discovery.
Polynesia, Melanesia and
Malaysia are notorious for volcanic
and coral obstructions, and the Panama canal will open new routes
through these dangerous seas. The
South American and African coasts
have their doubtful rocks. Mr. Stack-hous- e
considers it just as important
to find out that a menace does not
exist as that it does.
The new sea charting expedition is
financed by public contributions. Its
15 officers and scientists have given
their work for the next six years
gratis. The only expenses besides the
equipment are those Incidental to
running the ship and the pay of the
crew of 19 men. The foremost hydro-graphof Great Britain, Captain J.
A. Rupert-Jones- ,
will have charge of
the soundings and Lieutenant Humphreys will do the land surveying.
Various other kinds of scientific work
are planned including observations as
to the magnetic pole.
Existing charts disclose facts which
have ft disturbing influence on traffic,
such as the presence of shallow surroundings In areas of deep water.
Such places will be carefully searched
for submerged rocks. All corners of
the world will be visited and studied
by the expedition.
The Discovery is & wooden ship
with steam auxiliary, especially de
signed for work in icy waters, and she
will carry the latest sounding machin
ery. While the voyage is planned to
last six years, the officers and crew
are signed for seven In event of de
.
lays.
London,

.
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HlnM, Ala. "1 must confess", gays
Mrs. Eula Mae Reid, of this place, "that
Cardui, the woman's tonic, has done me
t great deal of good.
Before I commenced using Cardui, 1
would spit up everything I ate. I had a
tired, sleepy feeling all tne time, and was
1 could
irregular.
hardly drag around,
and would have severe headaches continuously.
Since taking Cardtri, I have entirely
quit spitting up what i eat. Everything
seems to digest all right, and 1 have
gained 10 pounds in weight."
If you are a victim of any of the numerous ills so common to your sex, it is
wrong to suffer.
For half a century, Cardui has been
just such ills, as is proven by the
thousands of letters, similar to the above,
which pour into our office, year by year.
Cardui is successful because it is composed of ingredients which act specifically
on the womanly constitution, and helps
build the weakened organs back to health

INITIATORY
EXERCISES OF
SOUTHERN SOCIETY, CANDIDATE IS RUDELY SHORN

By Timely Use of Lydia E,

Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.

Some excitement was furnished the
members of the Southern club of the
New Mexico Normal University last
night after the McFarlane lecture.
when four new members were initiated. C. E. Carv - R H
Ohr and James R, Shock went
through the mill and received their
membership badges.
One of the funniest and liveliest
events of the evening occurred when
a number of the boy captured Marlon
Parker and proceeded to remove a
newly budding mustache.
The temjporary tonsoiial
parlors
were established on the platform off
the assembly hall anT while four or
and strength.
five husky students held the offender
Cardui has helped others, and will help
you, too. Get a bottle today. You another removed the decoration with
a safety razor.
won't regret it. Your druggist sells it
Chief among the conspirators was
Write to: Quttuwosa Mrdldne Co.. Udln Advisory Dept., Chattanooga. Tenn for Special It
Barker's own brother. It is hoped that
case
"Homo
.n
and
your
book,
frwtioni far Wooua."
hm la puis mpear. NC120 this will serve as a warning against
all future attempts to raise a lip dec- oi at Ion.
FOREIGN TENNIS 8TARS COMING
London, July 11. Three of the foreRECALLS ANNIVERSARY
most tennis players of England sailed
Eastport,
Me., July 11. One hnn.
for New Tork today on the Aqultanla dred
years
ago
today the town of East.
to compete In the coming matches for
port was captured by a British nnn.
the Davis international challenge cup. d:tion
which had been sent from Hali
They are Stanley ... Doust, Norman fax
Sir John Sherbrooke, the govby
E, Brookes and Anthony F. Wilding. ernor
of Nova Scotia There was no
Alii three have taken part in previous
formal observance of the centennial
international competitions and are
but the capture of the
anniversary,
ranked among the most expert rac
town was recalled as the most stlrrlne
quet wielders in the British Isles.
event of the war of 1812 so far as
this Bectlon was concerned.
State Bank Report

Mrs. Sowers Own Statement.
Hodgdon, Maine. "I feel it a duty I
owe to all suffering women to tell what
.

Lydia

Pinkham's

ComVegetable
did for

me.
pound
One year ago I found
myself a terrible suf- ferer. 1 had pains
in both sides and
ach a soreness I

eonld

ing

scarcely
up at
My back

straighten
times.
ached,

I had no

ap-

petite and was so

nervous I could not sleep, then I would
be so tired mornings that I could scarcely
get around. It seemed almost impossible to move or do a bit of work and I
thought I never would be any better until I submitted to an operation. I commenced taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Veg
etable Compound and soon felt like a
new woman. I had no pains, slept welL
had good appetite and could do almost
all my own work for a family of four.
I shall always feel that I owe my good
health to your medicine." Mrs. 11a
Sowers, Uodgdon, Maine.
If you are ill do not drag along until
an operation is necessary, but at once
take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable

-

Compound.

If yon have tlie slightest doubt

that Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegeta-

ble Compound will help you, write

to Lydia E.lMnkham MedicineCo.
(confidential) Lynn,M ass., for advice. Your letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman,
and held in strict confidence.
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New Mexico, 8,500 of them haughty

Cured of

Indigestion
bank
pluza
Mrs. Sadie P. Clawson, Indiana. Pa- - rainbow trout and 83,500 eastern,
LA.S
N.
M.
OP
was bothered with indigestion. "My brook trout. A similar
VEGAS,
shipment will
At the close of business June. 30, 1914.
stomach pained me night and day,"
she writes, "I would feel bloated and
have headache and belching after eat
ing. I also suffered from constipa
tion. My daughter had used Cham.
berlaln's Tablets and they did her so
much good that she gave me a few
doses of them and Insisted upon my
trjfing them. They helped ma as
nothing else has done." For sale by
all dealers. Adv.

be brought down the Denver & Rio
$144,389.57
Grande railroad for streams on th
14.700
west side of the Sangre de Crist
4.786.70
146,35
range. Game Warden de Baca, who
44.15W
1.976.81
had been at Clayton, was compelled
3,500-4to leave his automobile there because
$813,815.7:8
Total Resources
of washed out roads.
He reports,
LIABILITIES
been ot
have
the
rains
that
however,
t 15,000.00
Capital Stock Paid In
,000.00
Immense benefit to Tango and farms
Surplus
UndlTided Fronts (Including aoorued
and that never in his life has he seen.
interest and any other amounts set
aside for special purposes, less current
Union, Colfax and San Miguel coun2,1711.99
expenses, interest and taxes paid
FISH DISTRIBUTED
individual Deposits, suoiect to check
ties look better. Every waterhole,
without notice
70,873.48
lation
of
Santa Fe river was increased every lake Is Ailed, cattle and sheep
in
or
Savings Deposits
Inter
Deposits
..
est or Savings Department....
91,678 90 by 15,000
fry yesterday, Tesurue by are fat, crops are fine and the grasa
31.804.35
Certtacates of Deposit..
5,000, Sugarite at Raton by 14,000, the is high enough everywhere
to ba
$313,615. 71
Total Liabilities..-.- .springs near Wagon Mound by 3,000, mowed.
Depositors
Number of Savings Depositors - 846 the upper Pecos by 20,000, the Mora
AU utber Depositors, (excluding
and Sapello at Watrous by 14,500, all
258
Banks)
from the United States hatchery at
Interest Paid on Deposits
CHICHESTER BRAPILLS
4 per cent
On Savings Deposits
Leadville, Cola, and brought from
ML
A
Dividends paid during the past year on Capital Raton to Santa Fe on the federal fish
Pills la Ked and
nenJuA
Stock
car by Captain E. K. Burnham of
boxes, sealed wita Blum Ttihboa.
tl.OOO
Amount
Per cent 6 S 3
Take
ether. Buy f
... June 30, 1914 Leadville and Game warden Trinidad
racelat. Aik fnrCii
H
Date Paid
J
4"
" DKsnu I I l.t.X, for X.
President Jefferson Ba molds. Casbier Hallett C. de Baca. Altogether 92,000 fry in
yew known M Best, Safest. Always Rtfiftltfo
. D,
RaynoJds, Directors, Jefferson Raynolds,
SOLO Br DRUGGISTS EVOmKiERE
Raynolds, Hallett Kaynolds, H. E Hoke, E.J first class condition were brought to
RESOURCES
t,oans and Discounts
Bonds. Securities, etc, including Premiums thereon
Furniture and Fixtures
Other Real Estate Owned.
Due from Banks
Checks and other C9h Items..
Actual Cash on hand

5

S

.

riKs-TK-

McWenla,
STATE OF NEW MEXICO I
I
County of San Miguel
Hallett Baynolds Cashier and Jefferson Ray
nolds President and E.D. Kaynolds Director,
ana H. Hute Director ana K. J. Mcwenie Di
rector of tbe Plaza Trust aod Savings Bank of
Vegas, New Mexico, a bank organized
las
under the laws of the Territory, now State of
New Mexloo, upon oatb duly sworn, each
for himself deposetb aod says, tbat tbe above
and foregoing statements of the Resources and
Liabilities, Depositors. Interest paid on deposits
and Dividends paid on Capital Stock, of the
above named bank at the close of business
June. 30. 1914. are correct and true.
Hallbtt Rat wolds
Cashier

.

I4ag

Put-in-Ba- y

5
hZ4

"

li

Take your ironing
to any room that's
cool, or out on
the porch. Attach

your Williams

-

e

AVOIDED

AT

JirntBsoH Ratnolds
is
President
H. Ebli Hokk
of
rendexvouB
for
craft
many
the
today
Director
E. D. Rayholub
descriptions from Buffalo, Celevland,
Director
Detroit and other ports on the Great
E. J. McWbnis
Director
Lakes. The gathering of the boats Is
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 2nd
preliminary to the opening of the an- day
of July A. D- 1914.
nual regatta week of the Inter-Lak- e
Donald a. Habt
Notary Publio
Yachting association. The officials and My commission expires Feb.. 4, 1918.
members of the association predict
that this years' regatta will be one of
STATE BANK KEPOUT
the most successful in the history of
the organization. The program proReport ot the Condition of
vides for contests for both sailing
LAS VEGAS SAYINGS BANK
and power yachts. In addition the At the close of business June 30., 1914
wfek will be marked by many elabor
RESOURCES
tlS0.25S.798
ate feautres of social entertainment Loans and Dlsoounts
IS a a Miguel Nat'X Bank
20,i5?.X4
with
Cash
for the visiting yachtsmen and their Real Estate
6.W.00
ll.ttO-oBonds,
etc
ladles.
Stock,
llKS.198.63
Total.
If Kidneys ana Bladder Bother
LIABILITIES
.:$ 30,000.00
Capital Stock paid In
Then Foley Kidney Pills
6.000.00
Surplus.
3.M8.K4
Overworked
kidneys will break Interest and Discount
...
,,.
i42,5M.9
down if not helped. When they can Deposits
Total
, $19198.(8
no loneer protect the blood and the Number of Savings Depositors
412
..
4 per cent
to
on
come
the
that
Interest
Deposits
paid
from
poisons
body
Dividends Paid during the the year on Capital
them, then look out for Bright's dis- Stock
$3400
Per Cent
Amount
blad
and
trouble
ease, serious kidney
Date paid
Jan. 1st. and June 30, 19U
der annoyances. Foley Kidney Pills President, W. Q. Haydon, Vice President. H'
Kelly' Treasurer, D. T. Hoskins. Directors
are your best protection, your best W.
Wm a. Havdon. H. W. Kellr. Jacob Uross.
medicine for weak, sore, overworked Frank Springer and J. H. Stearns.
State of New Mexico
kidney and bladder weaknesses. Adv. County of San Miguel 1,
STRANGE SUIT FILED
D. T. Hosldns. Treasurer. Wm (1. Havdon.
and H. w. Kelly. Director. J, H.
Santa Fe. July 11. A suit involving President,Director
and Jacob Gross, Director of
Stearns,
filed
was
the Las Vegas Savings Bank of Las Vegas, New
rather extraordinary features
bank organized under tbe laws ot
a
Mexico,
today by District At orney Alexander the TerrHory. now State of New Mexico, upon
duly sworn, each for himself, desposeth
Read against Torlbio Salazar and wife, oath,
and says, tbat tna above ana foregoing stateand Liabilities, Depo
to oulet title to a parcel of land near ments of tbe Resources
sitors. Interest paid on Deposits and Dividends
Chamita, Rio Arriba county, on the paid on Capital stock of the above nanieo bank
the close ot business June SO.. 1914, are coreround that it was deeded to Salazar at
rect and true.
D. T. HosRINU, Treas.
by his mother fraudulently. The plainVm Q. HTOO!. Pres.
tiff alelges that the aged woman sign
H. W, KBU.T, IMreotur
J, H. Stkabss, Director
ed the deed thinking it some other
Jacob Uhohs, Director
agreement. The woman Is totally blind Subscribed and sworn to before me this
and
old
feeble
1914.
D.
so
A.
that depositions 1st.. Any o( July
and
E S. Lhwis,
(Seal)
will be taken immediately to perpe-tv;atNotary Public
1914.
her testimony.
xpires Tn. 8,
My comtalssica
Toledo,

BUD
,

will Help Other Women.
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LITTLE GIRL

BAD OPEItATIOll
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Hopes Her Statement, Made PuLEc,
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Electric Flat Iron
to the nearest lamp
socket-sna- p
the
switch - in a jifty
your electric iron
is
cool.
If you haven't an
Electric Iron-ga
Williams Iron at
the money saving
Price of $1.98. Buy
one today while
they last.

it.
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hot-you'r- e
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JUSTICE ROBERT8 RETURNS
cars, ana spin tnrougn tne sleeping
ANARCHISTS GATHER.
Santa Fe, July 11. Chief Justice C.
streets with a nmch noise as a PUT ALL THE BLAME
J. Roberts returned last evening from
freight engine makes on a 3 per cent
and Mrs. wakes up and tells ON COLONEL GOETHALS
Raton, where he had beeto boosting
grade,
IN
DEMONSTRATION
ESTABLISHED 1879
Mr. It's a burster, and where there is
for Santa Fe as the convention city
:
for the retailers' convention next year.
no Mr. he says things that are not
Several Important opinions are exgood for his soul, and the baby wakes EDITOR'S DEFENSE IS THAT AR- NEW YORK SEES MANY AGITA'published by
TICLE WAS PREPARED WITH
TORS AT EXERCISES OVER
and cries, and the aog makes cuss
.
pected to be handed down by the
THEOPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
Barks-an- d
HIS CONSENT
court within the next few days, inBOMB VICTIMS
the clock strikes out of
(Incorporated)
tune, and whafs the use?
cluding an opinion on the $500,000
I
3;
San Francisco, July 11. The deNew York, July It. Seven thousand good roads bond issue and on the
Let's play the case ace, and cut it
'
..Editor.
M. M. PADGETT.
fense of Charles K. Field, editor of persons, some professed anarchists, $200 tax emption statute.
out ';
o
i
Sunset magazine, and of the three some members of the Industrial Workothers accused with him of having ers of the World, the Free Speech
NEW POSTAL RULES
secrets
Unitthe
of
disclosed
military
and
and
Copenhagen,
BACK
kindred
COSIES
July 11. Postmaster
,
league,
organizations
BACA'
ed States r the publication of an il- some
in General Herta, brother of Henry Hertz
merely curious, gathered
lustrated article revealing Panama Union Square this afternoon for a de- of Chicago, and for several years a
Catered At tha postofflce t Ear
We are showitig these stones in the
STRONG AT 0TE80 canal fortifications, will be that the monstration
in memory of the three resident of America, has introduced
for
Mexico
New
v8
aerothe
were
taken
and
some
new
rules
the
service
which
pictures
in
men killed in the bomb explosion of
through the United State
ctystals as they are found, as well as
plane flight across the isthmus was July 4. The ashes of the victims were had brought a strong protest from the
dills a second class matter.
cut ready for mounting. ,
IN CIVIC SUIT FOR $25,000, CLAIMS made with the permission of Colonel not exhibited in urns,' the mayor hav- public. - Letters to be delivered in Conow
LIBEL IS MALICIOUS PROS- - (
must
Oeorge W. Goethals, in command of ing forbidden it
the
have
section
penhagen
e.
,
;. '
'
'
'
. .
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION0
ECUTION
the Panama zone. This was stated
Seven hundred poitce surrounded the of the city marked on the envelope
They range m hardness between the
when the men stepped before a Unit- square before the services were,; be- asv well as the street address. ReDally, by Carrier
6
ed States commissioner today.
Copy
j gun. , There was no immediate disorTopaz and Sapphire.
cently a letter to the Jdng was delaytone Week
Mr. Field, Robert Fowler, an avia der.
j
ed tea hours on this account.
11
' ......
.,
Following
,v
July
Albuquerque,
....
6
'.. t :
...vj.j
'One Month his arrest on charges of criminal- libel, tor, Riley E. Scott, author of the a
t Alexander Berkman, anarrhist,. was
Not
an
imitation
of
the
but
Diamond,
Tear
ESTRAY HORSE
based-oarticles published in his tide. and Kay uunem, a moving pjcj the first speaker. He spoke from a
Mall
Dally, by
a bright white stone.
Santa Fe, July 11. Attorney Gennewspaper, "La Opin- ture man, were arrested yesterday at stand decorated with anarchistic red
..$6.00 Spanish daily
One Tear (In advance)
the instance of the .war department and the mourning black. He had a eral Frank W. Clancy today received
here,
ion
Publica."
Elfego
published
8.00
tlx Months (In advance).
candidate for the re- acting through John W. Preston, Unit-e- red black hand on bis arm and a red an, anxious inquiry from a Justice of
T.00 Baca, a leading
One Tear (la arrears?
Call and See Them at
States attorney here. No bail was carnation pinned to his coat Sur the peace In Sierra county who prefor congress, tonomination
publican
Kx Months (In arrears)
on
were
released
and
sented
lamentable
fact
a
that
M.
the
they
Otero, required
rounding the stand were banners ex
day filed suit against Ed
ecuted In red and black; One pro stray, unbranded horse had strayed
a wealthy sheen grower, the com their own recognizancce
was called today be- claimed:
the
case
into the fields of Juan Jose Ortega
When
libel
criminal
In
WEEKLY OPTIC AND 8T0CK
the
witness
plaining
'
GROWER
"Caron, Hanson and Berg did not and committed considerable damage.!
action, asking $25,000 damages for fore Francis I. Krull, United States
2 00
The Justice of the peace was directed
ae Year
malicious prosecutfett an
charging commissioner, it. was continued on til die in vain."
1M that Otero's action was inspired by August 10.
- .. ...
. rBerkman launched into a bitter at- to conform with the estray statute
tlx Months
Riley E. Scott said he was now
tack on John D. Rockefeller. "These which commands that notice off
political enemies who seek to defeat
'
the"war' depaVtinen'f! a men may have been murdered by the estrays should be given to the secre-- 1
of
the
employ
nomination.
the
for
Mall
Kara
,
(Cash In Advance for"
'
1
Baca charged in his newspaper ar- an experimenter and instructor in agents of the capitalistic crowd," he ta?r of the state cattle sanitary hoard.
Subscriptions.)
bombs from aeroplanes, at Said.
so, John D. Rockefeller is Juan Jose Ortega will have a hard
Remit by check, draft or money ticles that the late Solomon Luna, dropping
San Diego, Cal, aviation school.
responsible for their death. He has time, however, to recover the loss to of all of the army's aviation work, sales were as follows:
arder. It sent otherwise we will not New Mexico national committeeman,
"The sole purpose of the flight," committed many murders and would his crops.
(special grades named military avla- - Amalgamated Copper
70
whose dead body was found in. a
e responsible for loss.
tor
are
students
and
aviator
created.
American
Bh pen 6 limine vat at his ranch in isaid Mr, Field, "was to stimulate inOr'
not
lOtf'fc
men
thisv,;
at
on
the
stop
Sugar
rt
maybe
Refining
free
application.
Specimen copies
ROOSEVELT MUST NOT RUN
98
pay of officers and men engaged in Atchison
western New Mexico a year aso, did terest .in a larger appropriation for were murdered because of their loyal.110
not die by accident, but was murdered. military aviation In the United States, ty. They were either victims of a Oyster Bay, July 11. Protests frcW aviation work would be increased Northern Pacific
AT
ALU PAPERS DISCONTINUED
Otero".' alleges in the complaint that which lags far behind European na murder plot or are martyrs to the progressive leaders in all parts Of the from 25 t o 75 per cent of their reg- - Reading .
162V4
:
EXPIRATION OF TIME
Southern Pacific
96
ccuntry against'the proposal that Col - 'u",ar compensation,
cause of liberty.
Baca by Inference charged him with tions.
PAID FOR
"Colonel Goethals not only gave 'tis'
Union Pacific
155
"I hope they were martyrs and onel Roosevelt run for governor of
the crime.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK,
United States Steel
61
permission," said Fowler in protest- were killed' by a bomb they' expected New York poured in on the former
Advertisers .are guaranteed the
Kansas City, July 11. Hogs,, re- United States Steel, pfd. .......109
ing his innocence, "but he wished, us to use against the enemies 'of labor. president today by mail and wire. SufHARVEV3 IS OPEN
argest dally and weekly circulation
84th Beason of this famous moan' the best of hick and said he hoped We are now ready to resort to physi- ficient time has elapsed since the at- ceipts 300. Market higher. Bulk $8 6Q
at any newspaper' in northern New tain resort.
8.75; heavy $8.758.80;... packers
cal force. We will get our rights by tempt of the New York leaders to win
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Carriage out every Sat- the pictures would turn out well."
.
Mexico.
bloodshed.
We are advancing toward him last Wednesday to bring In let- and butchers $8.658.80; lights $8,6Q
Chicago, July 11. Excessively high
urday W morning, returning following
ASHORii i a revolution." .
ters from the south and west, and in
S.75; pigs $88.40.
..;,,.' temperatures in the northwest rallied
Friday; 'charge,, including passage .. GERM AN STEAM ER
instance
the
Buenos
demand
f
every
virtually
Ayres,
..
Cattle,
TELEPHONES
;;Argen.3yJniyil,
receipts 100. Market1 steady. the wheat market today .after an easy
for
rates
The
longboth
cheered
Berkman's
crowd
re
ways
'
Special
9s
The German steamship i' Mendoza marks and when he had concluded was made that Colonel Roosevelt stay Prime fed steers $9.259.75; dressed start The opening 'which was unEast Las Vegas,
utfnets Office .............. .Main 2 er
went
ashore today in a fog off Meg-ote- s gave three cheers for the three menj. out of the race.
beef steers $89.15,; western, steers changed to
at
Box
Leave
B.
orders
cent off, was followed
Murphey'i
Main 2
New Department ........
southern steers $5. 75(g) by a moderate setback all around, and
Point, on the Argentina coast
or Plaza hotel. Adv.
$(j.759.50;
' ;wiv
k :
IRISH SECRETARY ATTACKED
She has 257 people on board, includ8.50; cows $4. 257.5t;. heifers $6.50 then by a decided upturn. The close
ilV.i
'ENGLISHMAN WINS
Bristol, England, July 11. A violent
SATURDAY, JULY 11, 1914
ing passengers and crew, and wire9.40; stock ers and feeders $68; vas weak
,. ? REINDEER FARM
cent under last
to
Wiinfeledon, England, July ll.MEng-land;'wb- h attack was made t today on Augustine calves $6.5010.
...
; s. ;f ,.. ;
Copennagen) July 11. A reindeer less reports state that her position is
night
the first single match vfrom BlrrelL chSef secretary for Ireland,
Sheep, no receplts. Market steady.
farm, stocked With' 400 deer from the dangerous.
Fear that continued dry hot weathA WAKNING BOTE
The Argentine gunboat Patri and France' In 'their round started today by a male m llitant suffragist, who Lambs $8.509; yearlings $6.257; er would bring about serious injury
north of Norway, has been establishA note of warning has been struck ed
statesman immediately wethers $4.756; ewes $4255...
of the Illinois crop had a bullish effect
by a farmerjiear Viborg in Jutland, two tugs have gone to the assistance in the competition tor the Dwight F. rushed at the
"
'
. i
jtoarding the future of Mexico by one to be exploited for .meat and hides. of the Mendoza, which is lying about Davie international ; lawn tennis tro on. his descent from the train here. The
A
J it
on corn. After opening
cent
.to
It
n
.erido Moheho, hot In his vltupera-iu.- The herd" seems to1 be prospering in live miles io the south of Cape
NEW YORK .STOCK. EXCHANGE
phy, T. M. Mavogardato beating Max assailant hurled a heavy bundle of pa--1
scored further
higher the market
of the president or any other its new environment
.
New York, July 11. Another Belling gains. Closing
where there are many sunkei Germofc by
, ; . : pers in Mr. Birrel's face, at the same
prices were strong at
American ".citizen, nor in hie billings
the time shouting "You cur- - You torturer movement occurred today in New Ha- an advance of 1 to 1 "cent net
team
near
for
The
The
shore.
the
rocks
Mendoza,
English
competing
a vessel of 2,856 tons net belonging Dwlght F. Davis lawn tennis trophy of women!" The man was arrested.
gate against Old Glory, that has been.
ven, Chesapeake and, Qhjo, the Gould
Oats hardened wtth corn.
to the
Hamburg-SoutAmerican had more .difficulty today in winning
issues and some more obscure stocks,
loing business at the same old stand
Advancing prices for hogs carried
reHAY BILL SUITS HOUSE
without going bankrupt either in
Steamship company was' built in .1894. the singles matches from the Fspnch- producing new low records. r,The! sell- provisions along. The closing quota--,
SATOfiDAY NIGHT
mne than it had when it met the. BeV
Washington, July ,11. The Hay bill, ing appeared to be largely of bear ori- tions for the day were as follows;
ppect or courage for more years than
a special aviation service gin, following an announcement that
JMoheno can count, but In his pro
of
week.
the
organizing
gians atljthe beginning
PASSENGERS SAVED
Wheat, July 78; Sept. 77.
Ma-- i (Havrogordato,
phetic utterances of the future.
St. Johns, N. F., July 11. All pashoweverju.heajt in the signal corps of the army, was the interstate commerce commission
Corn, July 70 ; Sept. 68.
Pepperrell SheetHe admits that the Huerta regime
while finally agreed on today in the house had ordered the St. Paul road to reon the coast steamer Inver-mor- Max Germot by
sengers
Oats,
July 39; Sept 36.
.
12c
e
ing
is about over, which is so much a
on the rocks near James C. Parke had to play the full and now goes to aie president. The duce rates 'between Minnesota .and
which
struck
Pork,
$22.75; Sept. $20.72.
July
bleached Pepperrell Sheet- five sets before disposing of Max De- - bill provides a service of 60 officers North and South Dakota points.
concU6io.n,athat it requires no
Harbor point, Labrador
$10.15; Sept. $10.30.
Lard,
Brig
July
;:r-.:i-..-.i4o
and 260 enlisted men to have charge
jng
especial emphasis. With an army of
The closing was Irregular. The, last
last night, were Jandediafey today. cugis by
Ribs, July $11.5; Sept $11.95.
4
bleached Pepperrell Sheet..from-..th- e
sixty thousand slowly converging on
received
here
Messages
. 22c scene of the wreck ,. said that the
ing j.'iLil'LJ
a pitiful handful of half starved, muti
'9-LADY HARDINGS DIES
'bleached Pepperrell Sheetsous, and thoroughly licked federals
steamer filled rapidly after striking,
24c
London,
July 11. Lady Hardings,
i'':.z.ji:ij.-2
ruled
of
ing
unrest
in
a
cooped up
city
and was today resting on the rocks
10-- 4
vicerine of India, died today at a hosbleached" Pepperrell Sheetover by a man whose brain is in panic
with only her top deck above water.
26o
pital here after undergoing an opera
ing .
with the murder fear, there is nothThe Invermore struck while trying tion.
8- - 4 unbleached
Sheet. ',
of
Pepperrell
this
astute
in
part
ing particularly
to avoid the' heavy ice north of the
L:
ing
...
Moheno's observations.
strait of Belle isle. She left here July
- 4 unbleached
pepperrell SheetBut here's the rub. He goes on to
4 to go as far north as the ice would
LUDLOW SURVIVOR SHOT
23c
ing :i
r
tell how American intervention Is an
permit She. carried a heavy feight
" unbleached
Trinidad,
Colo., July lhi Pedro
10- - 4
Pepperrell
ultimate probability, and how, In the
end many passgers, most of them Valdez, a strikef, whose entire family,
.
25c
Sheeting
event of the constitutionalists' temLabrador fishermen and!iplanters who consisting of his' VfrVahtf three chil
' l
4
"(3
' Pequot Bleached Sheeporary success, Zapata will go on
were bound north for the summer. .; dren, perished In tW'fire at Ludlow
20c
.
can
a
ting.
pick
The steamship Kyle, with divers tent colony following the battle of
fighting any old body he
Sheet
Pequot J31eached
scrap with, and not only Zapata, but
and wrecking gear, was sent from here April 20, lies at the hospital here near
34o
ing
a host of other petty chieftains will
for Brig Harbor today, as the officers death from a bullet wound received
36 inch Colored Burlap, yd-1until
on
and
marauding
of the Invermore believed that thefe late yesterday when he was shot by
go
murdering
1 burner Perfection Oil Stove,
g
Ehall
a etato of guerilla
was some hope of refloating the vesr Viricenseo Martourano, a truck farmfor
se U
exist that will make it impossible for
,
er at Garcia Plaza, who believed, he
2 burner Perfection Oil Stove,,
anyone to be safe.
Brig Harbor point is on the north declares, that Valdez was going to
.
f or
side of Hamilton inlet a little south elope with his daughter. Valdez is
It looks very much as it the situ
3 burner Perfection OH Stove,
a
of the 55th parallel of latitude and not
ation will resolve itself into such
expected to recover.
for
$945
?
wmra
States
"United
alunrt 275 miles nb.itb of Belle Isle.
the
confronted
as
one
1 burner Gasoline Stove
$2.15
It is on a desolate tretch of rock
in the Philippines, and which cost the
2 burner Gasoline Stove
$2.65
bound coast, peoplea only by a few AMERICAN CHURCH IN LONDON
lives of more soldiers than the whole
3 burner Gasoline Stove
$3.95
scattered families of fishermen.
London, July 11 King George has
confounded group of Islands and their
No. 321 White Frost Round Re""
:
The Invermore, formerly called the sent a letter to Mrs. John Hartness,
peoples are worth.
35c
,
X
$2.50
..$23.95
frigerator
d the
owned
the
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.this
for
by
expressmade
the
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to
...
Dromedary,
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be
scheme,
necessary
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it
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,
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i She was
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ing his interest in the proposed
.Turkish .,Tpw,el3u'v
. ,s ae
Black Lisle Hose for Women
country that has already shed
Manhattan SMm
$29.85
frigerator
wu- l uilt at Glasgow. to 1881 and is 250 erican church to be built in London as
,o
jtnuch blood upon, the altar of battleExtra
-Heary
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.
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to the century of peace
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ftjetllong.
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AH other Refrigerators 20 per
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!
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so
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just completed between England
Jiomes, and consecrated
X
;.V."
cent off the regular prices
jV GIDDINGS TO BE DIRECTOR V America.1 Encouraging- - words Srere
and silent companies of grave
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tones to the sacred cause of peace,
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more
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Economy Pint Jars, doz
Institute of Scienoe and Education
.'
Economy Quart Jars, doz 90c
PUT ON THE MUFFLERS
during the month pf August Mr. Gid- gal., Jars,' doz.$1.35
Economy
NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY CON'
dings will assume charge pf his duties'
10c
25 Picnic Plates
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75c
will
15
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BALL

GAME

THAT

3 O'CLOCK

EVERY FAN SHOULD SEE

Begins
l

Batteries: Hess, Crutcher and Gow-dJOHN D. AND HIS INCOME
New York, July 11. In the quiet of
Whaling; Lavender, pierce and
STANOfNG OF THE CLUBS
Bresnahan', Hargrove. '
his home at Pocantico Hills John D.
Rockefeller passed the three-quartAt Pittsburgh,
R. H. E. post on his Journey through life this
5 8 2 week.
Persons who have seek Mr.
Philadelphia
"""
2 6 2 Rockefeller recently declare that re
National League
Pittsburgh
L.
W.
Pet Batteries: Mattison and Dooin; Har- looks far from his 75 years. At 60
"
29
.586 mon, Kantleher, McArthur and Gib- years of age the Standard Oil
Ai
New, , y prk
magnate
V
35
.533 son, Colemam
40
....
was said to have been about "all in,"
Chicago
36
.526
St;- bouifc at.y.Vii.
as the saying is. For years he had
3
.486
R. H. E. been a sufferer from chronic indigesAt Cincinnati
... . . .36
Cincinnati.
.485 Brooklyn - 33
35
11 14 2 tion. Careful living and
J
Pliiiadelphia.V
plenty of out136
.33
.478 Cincinnati
6
.
door exercise on the golf links eviBrooklyn
'
37
.464
.
s u T. 32
Batteries: Eizmann, Brown,' Ragan dently ' effected a cure which more
pf tutouraih
41
Boston
,423 and McCarty; Benton, Learm, Rowan than one physician had failed to bring
,...30
h xt-.u'ii,'.-' about. ''Certain it is, that today Mr.
and Clark,' Gonzales.
Amerrcan League
Rockefeller appears to be in better
L.
Federal League
Pet
U: .,"V.( ; v.: fife ' w.
physical condition than the average
'
81
.587
R. H. E, man of his years..
At Baltimore
Philadelphia t .
- '.557
35
Detroit .;X'...'.'i..'.44
7 2
-- .4
Baltimore .
0 5 1
Cliicago .
..,..41 34 .547 Buffalo .539
35
UMPIRES NO LONGER i
;
Russell
and
Batteries:
Washington. . .......41
Suggs
(
'
.526 Schulta, Woodman and Blair. '
St. Louis
....41,' 37
y,

!

PERSONALS

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT

ers

George B. Schupff of El Paso Is
among the late arrivals fa town. Mr.
Schupff is a business man of El Paso
and baa many friends In this city.
Mrs. Laura Witten - and daughter
Uernlce left this morning for Harvey's
where they will spend the next two
weeks.
W, L. Hesselden'of WagdTMouhd
left this afternoon for that city In an
Aperson. jjackrabblt.
of Alamosa,
George' W. Cantwell
Cold," is a visitor In this city. ' He
expects to be here a few days.
Adam Merkle formerly of this city
tut now of Alamosa, Colo., Is In town
Mr.
(visiting with, his old friends.
Merkle was connected with the Las
'"-

i.

W

..,.....

........... 43

Chicago ,
Indianapolis ,
Buffalo

Kansas City
Fittsburgh .

.34
30

34
41

39

...........31

St. Louis

.435
.413

44

Western League
W.

L.

Pet

46
Denver . '..."...:
St. 'Joseph
......46
Sioux City ..........45

32
33
35
37
38
42

.590
.582
.563
.532
.525
.468
.386
.363

..... .....
......

.42
Lincoln :.
. . .42
Des Moines
Omah V ....'..'...,..37

Wichita
Topeka T'.i.

,

32
29

i

'i.

51
51

R.
15

;?

Profits
Deposits

RESPECTED AS OF OLD

R i;,

..!...

BASEBALL

.

-

"

"
"''
'' New. York,, July 11.

i

.

American League
Chicago' at New York.
Detroit at "Washington.

u
Gldvlatnd3atirBOBtoni'
,!St. Loiiis' at Philadelphia.

--

National League

':

"

'

.

Boston ak ' Chicago.
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh.
Brooklyn at Cincinnati.
New York at St. Louis.

'

$400,533.38

'i.lS$

p-

-

'

"

5

Federal League
IndiariapliB at Chicago.
Kansas City at St. Louis.
Buffalo at Baltimore.
Pittsburg at Brooklyn.
it,

;

'"'""

.

j

I

I:

Western League
at Omaha. ...
at SIous City.
at Des Moines.
at St Joseph,

v

Denver
Lincoln
Topeka
Wichita

y

i1- -

))

1,'.

V.'
"-.-

W.

YESTERDAY'S

BASEBALL

American .League
R. H. E.
At New York-- r7 13 0
.
Cleveland
2 7 1
New York
Batteries: Gregg and O'Nell; War-hoPleh and Nunamakea
t
R. H. E.
Second Gam&
i'lo
Cleveland- ,- 1
'
- 1 1 1
New York
Batteries: Hagerman and Bassler;
Caldwell and Sweeney. Gams called
on account of darkness.p,

,J2

'

IS

.1

A

Real

PhTladelpEla

'

R. H.B.
10

1

'.H

0
Cavet Behler, Main, Cov- D. Baker, MoKee; Pen- --

Batteries:
aleskie and
k, lb; Davy, 2b; Tamme, ss; Angel, nock, Bender, Wyckoff, Shawkey and
Sb; Hite, If; White, If; Mason, cf; Schang.
Etelinger, rf ; Nleto, rf. ,
R.H.Ev
Montano, the regular short stop, will ,lk Washington
4 11 3
bo out of the game as he has gone to
8 15 0
Deming with the National Guard for Washington
the encampment
Batteries; Taylor, Weilman, Hoch,
Leverena and Agnew, Rumler; JohnIf Kidneys ana Bladder Bother
son, Harper and Alnsmith.
Then Foley Kidney Pills ,
National League
kidneys will ' break ii iI Overworked
v
R.H.'S.
dawn If not helped. When they can
At St ,Louis
0 5 0
no longer protect the blood and the New York
2 9 0
St. Louis
them, then look out for Bright's disBatteries;. Demaree, Fromme and
ease, 6erious kidney trouble and blad- Meyers, McLean; Perritt and Wingo.
der annoyances. Foley Kidney Pills
ere your best protection, your best At Chicago
R. H. E.
8 0
medicine for weak, sore, overworked Boston .
.11 13 3
.
kidney and bladder weaknesses. Adv. Chicago
.-

.6

J'

'VSO.1

0p5rtunity

BEAUTIFUL La France Blue Underflow 42 Piece Dinner Set given
for coupons. One coupon will.be found in each carton of Crystal But.
ter. The complete set will be delivered to you for 25 coupons and $3.75
in cash. These dishes are guaranteed by one of the oldest and
largest
pottery concerns in America and by
as well.
,

oursejves

Crystal Creamery Co.
rough stuff to incompetent umpiring years. The most of 'the arbiters are
veterans in the business,, and If Vty
are backed nng. tiv. the mom
thnv
- .
u Is.
should be, then rowdyism In the big
yard would be out of fashion in Jig
time.

but this Is Illogical. The umpires in
both the American and National
leagues are capable li&BebaU officials.
Moreover, their work this season la
fully up to the standard, of previous

...

Unless the club owners and managers get busy enforcing the discipline,
another year may witness the good old
game being played with Company X
of the National Guard on hand ready
to suppress the riots.

One Can Have
A Good Time

1

At Table
,

.without the usual cup of coffee, and feel a whole lot better

be-- 1

tween meals,' too free from that old "off color feeling"
biliousness, indigestion, nervousness and heart flutter.
The secret is

j

POST.UM

h

,JM Philadelphia
Detroit -

V"

,

13.4-lnc- h

U.1.E.
At Boston
1 8 1
Chicago
5 7 0
Boston
J. Scott, Lathrop and
Batteries:
Schalk, Mayer; Johnson, Bedlenf; and

.

)

IM0

.

.

.

.

1

i;

'

f

i::

-

.

'thV-day-

. 276,187.2

j

Are the ..umpires In. the American and National
leagues losing, their control over the
players on the ball field? Recent developments ln,,,th big yard Indicate
that may behe fase.,.
Time was, not so very long ago,
'
when
the word of the umpire was re".At Sioux City
R. H. E.
as law. But not so this seagarded
Siou-5
14
.
.....7
City
on your photo while you
Not
son,
0
3 8
J.
.Lincoln The
wait.
lid seems to be off on "getMurBatteries: Doyle and Orlsip,
ting" the, arbiter,, and the players are
phy; Dessau, Smith and Renor!
going to it while on the high speed.
It is not to be inferred that major
At St Joseph
R.H.E.
baseball today ia marued by
league
4
9 3
St. Joseph
the rowdyism that characterized the
3 9 0
Wichita
iJ
game 15 or 20 years ago. But if the
Maddox and Graham;
Batteries:
rough stuff that Is being pulled now
Glaze and Griffith.
1b not checked by tae powers that
!
be, the spectators may soon be treat
R. H. e; ed to a revival of the old
At Des Moines
2 .8 3
De Moines
.
stunts of yore.
4 6 4
Topeka
Whether the ,actlivty ofa the Fed- Batteries: Lakaff-anHaley; Rel eral league has imbued the old league
gel, Jones and Walte.
prayers with a spirit approaching mutinous independence is an interesting
AMERICAN PLOWS FOR JUTLAND question. One thing is certain, howCopenhagen, July 11. The Ameri- ever, and that is that before the Feds
rati' steam gang plow has been, Intro took the field the. Wg league players,
duced in 'Jutland, where it has re with few exceptions,' gave more at
claimed a large area for cultivation tention to iplaylng ball and less to
which had been covered with heather wrangling than they do today. Conand thought worthless. In 20 minutes tinual disputes betweem players and
as milch ground was turned over, the tffttttfres now seem to be the-- ' order of
'
'
'
car?-- '
peasants were astonished to find, as
A' peculiar - angle
would have taken a team of horses 12
to this "start
hours. Mr. Winslow, the American somelhing" policy on the fart of the
consul attended the experiments. So players is that the subs and rookies
successful were they that the farmers In the dug-out-s
are the worst offendare arranging to buy more plows.
ers. The bird who is just breaking
into the game sits on the fence and
starts to bawl the umpire. The regHIGH COST OF NAVIES
ulars become inoculated with the umpirRear Admiral Joseph Strauss, the e-bating
germ and soon the whole
chief of the bureau of ordnance, subin the air. Soon '"his
works
is
up
mitted figures to the house committee
is
surrounded
J.'by a mob of
on naval repairs showing that to build nmps"
a plant for the construction of armor howling and gesticulating players and
with a capacity of 16,000 tons a year half a dozen of them must be chased
This from the lot before peace Is restored.
would cost about $11,000,000.
amount would be necessary If the The direct result of this wholesale
standard of two additional (battleships canning: of
players is. that one or both
a. year were followed.
The witness
is weakened
the
of
contetifljfteams
ikated that.'the conduction of this
and the game. .therefore assumes the
plant would be a wise policy, since it
would have the effect of enabling the odor of a large hunk of cheese,
No one connected with baseball
government to control the price oi
armor. Secretary Daniels is of tjie seems ablet to give an adequite expla
opinion that there Is a "gentleman's nation of the unusual strife thathae
understanding" among the armor plate prevailed on the diamond this seasop.
makers of the world to keep the price And
everyone appears equally; at a
up to its present figure of somathini
loss to suggest remedy- - The system
less than $500 per ton.
On January 1, 1915, the French ad- of fining a player appears to have lit
miralty will begin the construction oi tle or no effect Mr. Player comes
four supcrdreadnaughts of about 29, right back for more spouting and
000 tons, which will each carry 16 more fines. And the umpires are not
guns In four quadruple tur slow in slapping on a fine, elthei
rets. These ships will be able to fire
In a game at St Louis . the other
eight guns ahead, eight astern and 16
on the Pittson each broadside. The French be- day the reserve players
Klem to
roasted
bench
Umpire
burgh
lieve that these ships will be nuperloi
to the British Queen Elizabeth type, a turn. Klem warned thein several
which can concentrate half the num- times. When they persisted in the deber of
guns In .the several di- monstration he fined nine. of them $10
rections of fire, or four ahead and eahc and ordered i them from the
astern and eight on each broadside.
ir.i
v
With only a portion of the fleet grounds.
""'Several days before the incident. In
equipped to burn fueUolL the. Ameri St.
Louis five of the Cincinnati Reds,
can navy is now using 30,000,000 gal
lons of fuel oil a year, and, according and one member of the Cubs were
to the secretary, the time will soon chased by the umpire in a game at
come when the annual amount re- Chicago. And to add to the excitequired will be 125,000,000 gallons. It ment of the Chicago affair a fist fight
is proposed to establish tanks at vastarted between a Cub and a
rious ports and strategical points; and
but fortunately the mlxup was
Red,
a special board is Investigating the
serious damage was
oil lands of the Osage Indians in Okla- stopped before
homa with a view to their purchase done.
Another example of the strenuous
for naval supply.
manner in which our national game
The New Woman.
is being played in 1914 occurred re
Simeon Ford, the humorist said at cently in Washington. It was notha recent dinner at the Vandertsiit;
more or less than a forfeited game.
"The new woman is a commanding ing
fans had forgotten that there'
Baseball
figure. Man buckles down to her.
such a thing as a forfeited
was
ever
"Man, the conqueror, when he would
win a woman In the past, brought her game in big league circles, but they
to the dust. Today, on the contrary, were wised up a bi
the action of
he brings the dust to her."
the Washington Senators ia refusing
to play the Athle!!es and forfeiting
How He Got It
game.
t'e
Little Bill came bringing a scratched
Some critics are inclined to lay all
for
finger
peroxide and consolation.
of the blame for this
present day
t .. u
:

$114,220.00
10,125.76

i

'

--

,y.

The above Statements are correct
JOHN W. HARRIS, President

$247,808.33

i

;v

Liabilities

2,038.72
139,589.61

2 'MAJOR LEAGUE DESPOTS SAID TO
3
!
!
BE LOSING CONTROL OVER
and Berry;,
PLAYERS
r.J

Western League
R. H. E
At O mab a
6 11 i!2
Omaha
.
3 9 0
Denver
Batteries: Styles and Crosby; Zam-loc- h
and Spahr.

'

Capital
Profits and surplus
'
Deposits

0

9
5

$400,533.38

:

hi-

UabHitice- -

d

'

,'

$247,89t

1914

. Resources
--

Loans and discounts,
r.$335,655.21 sM?iT
Furniture and fixtures
8,685.29,,
r nn as
Cash and due from banks.

t"

TODAY'S

GOODTEAK1TOM0RBQW

It is expected that Amusement park
will be well filled with baseball en
thusiasts tomorrow afternoon to eee
, the game between the Maroons and
"
the Santa Pe team. The visitors have
a reputation for playing snappy ball,
and the Maroons, have been whipped
.' into
shape by their recent practice.
If Las Vegas does not have a good
hall team the fault is with, the fans.
Attendance means gate receipts, and
spells failure for any
team. It costs money to run even an
amateur ball clmb, and the boys, who
- are working hard to give the town the
best there Is in them as players, are
Reserving not only of kind words, but
the active support of every ball lover
in the community. Games are being
'arranged with the' fastest teams in the
.: state, but the court of last resort 1
the bleachers, and ir tney are not well
? f lleld the whole schedule will have to
will go
1$ abandoned, and
tS'dpad on the sporL
The Maroons' lineup tomorrow will
.
- te:
Ettinger, o; Salazar, p; Larrazo--

33

.

.551
.537
.514
.493
.453

'

31
34

........36

.,

Crooklyn

SANTA FE WILL SEND

MAROONS WILL HAVE NO WALK
.AWAY IN BALL GAME WITH
VISITORS

36

'

.60d

28
31

....... S8

,

,

Baltimore

'

!

27
.26

:nl'l

At Broklyn1
.
49
Pittsburgh
Brooklyn Federal League '
Knetzer
Batteries:
j
l2
HJ; fct! Peters and Land.

S. L.

.

ft-

......

.613
.373
.347

"

"U
Loans and discount,.
$223,8178
Furniture and fixtures
4,750.00
Cash and due from banks.. 19 2(0.45

"?
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Resources

.

.

FiBher and wife of Mineral
were visitors In this city today.
Patricio Sanchez and party left this
morning for Mora. They have 'been
1c this city for the past few days attending to business interests.
W. E. Carroon is expected to return
this evening from Mora where he has
Ibeen for the past month conducting
the Mora county institute. Mr. Carroon is from Clovis and is a brother of Dean Carroon of the Normal.
S. W. Skeels of Portland, Ore, was
one of Vegas arrivals this afternoon.
Mr. Skeels will remain In this city
for a few days looking after business
Interests. C. W. Allen of Bisbee, Ariz., whd
has been visiting with relatives in
this city for 'the past few days, left
this afternoon for Denver. Mr. Alien
was accompanied by his wife.
Miss "Rose Kellogg and Byron J.
Read, both of this city, are expected
to1 return tonight from .Mora, where
they have been teaching In the Mora
county Institute for the past month.
Simon Bacharach returned this aft
ernoon from Raton, where he has
teen for the past few days attending
-- '
'
the state retailers' meeting.
O. A. Larrazolo, Jr., returned this
afternoon from taking a number of
section hands to Raton.
Among the merchants who returned
this afternoon from Raton and the
meeting of the State Retail associa
tion were John H. York, E. R. Russell, William Shillinglaw; and D. W.
Condon.
, .

June 30,

v

38
45

TR.UST COMPANY

East Las Vegas, New Tlexico

c

..40

a

PEOPLES BANK

84

'

last night and will be a visitor forthe
21111

Condensed Statement of the

,

1

"Vegas Mercantile company when living Boeton .
New York
:'
In this city.
in
came
Cleveland
Roswell
of
Richards
G. A.

next few days.

j,

.""

pj

,

instead of coffee

.

Try the change for a couple of weeks and observe two
' noticeable things:

,

,, You won't miss the old beverage, for Postuoi tastes much
like rare old Java.

Further, there's the brisk, alert feeling, free from the
Iogyness of a lazy liver and disturbed digestion.
. Thousands of people have made the
change and ksow

i

;
.

"There's a Reason"

Postum comes ia two forms:
Regular Postam must be v:c'.l h

'

,:

Instant Pos'sm
.licj. At
ble powder stirred ia a cup of hot w.itcrjr..1--i- '
iasiacllv. Add cream and sugar to U
needs no

The cost per cup of both kinds is about the saitie.

r
'

--

'.

i
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If you have been neglecting to subscribe for

SB

The Optic NOW IS THE TIHE TO TAKE

THE PLUNGE

with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. There ds no increase in price. The
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of 65c
and you get the electric Iron

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in
ironing the
old way.
;
. THE DIFFERED
turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use. AH the heat
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and
YOU
ARE COOL while the IRON IS HOT.

Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketfull of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS

ARE COOL.

The Optic for

labor

saving-convenien-

ce

whole year nd this
is only

You may firing your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.

7

(fj)

Mail it or give it to the Carrier

EIGHT

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

CREAM LOAF FLOUR

iBriJi. Si

GREAM LOAF FLOUR
CREAM LOAF FLOUR

Trip to Mexico"
(Broncho two-refeature)
"Twenty Minutes of Love"
(Keystone)

LOCAL

CREAM LOAF FLOUR

Light
o'clock.

For Cake.

automobile

at

For any purpose.

Stearns' Store

Washington, July 11. Results of a
referendum on the trust bills pending
in congress, conducted by the chan
ber of commerce of tbe United States
among its constituent members, ware
announced here today. Some organ!
zationa declined to vote, giving as
their reason that they regarded sucb
legislation unnecessary at this time.
Business organizations in 36 states
casting a total vote of 559, recorded

Fresh vegetables
ev.nd

fruits of all
kindsat arriving
our store.
daily

NEWS
lamps

BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS
IN 36
STATES RECORD UNFAVOR
ABLE OPINION

A DOZEN

t

.

7:47

Old Taylor Whlsiiey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

CREAM LOAF FLOUR
.

7:43

,

For Pies.

?

St&rta
SATURDAY

OUR.

AGAINST TRUSTS

"Shorty

For Bread.

COMMERCE CHAMBERS

SWEET CORN

TONIGHT
Flrt Show
a.t

For Biscuits.

-

I

MUTUAL THEATER

SATURDAY, JULY 11, 1914.

f,

AT THE STORE WHERE
QUALITY COUNTS.

their

views.

in MET

CECOl'O
FOR THIS WEEK
1

Model 59 Over- -

1 Hupmobile, 1914 model,
1 Buick, 1911 model .
1 Ford,

1913 model
1 Viehle touring car

.

S650.00

.
.

$850.00
$250.00
$250.00
$300.00

')
,
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The vote against attempt by statute
II. YORK
to forbid discriminations in prices ot
commodities was 531 to 22. That a
19l3--AtiotAn infant child of Carlos Rubio died
f
proposal to compel paraoas controllthis morning: on the West side. The
GROCER
ing the product of mines to sell to ell
little girl was about eight months of
applicants "who may be responsible''
ap.
is wrong in principle and unworkable
in practice, was voted 527 to 32. That
Finch' GoMea Wedding, hye aged
there should be no statutory prohibiis wood. Direct from the distillery to
BAKER
tion of conditions accompanying sales
you. At the Lobby, of. course. Adv
and leases to the effect that buyere
or lessees cannot handle or use tlic
r
Mike Gailndre;-that the
products of competitors, was. voted
the
is
bar,.
Bridge
proud father of 'a of Company HI and Second Lieutenant 514 to 35.
ten pound boy torn
morning'. ": Dick
Smfcrh
That a final decree In an equlfcy
.The Vegas boys will
be gone two weeks during which time suit brought by tbe government wh. ,h
BUY
Christian Science. ervte.e wili be he will be In the maneuvers attendant establishes the existence or the non
morn-i
held in the OiR. C hall Sunday
existence of restraint of trade or of
lng t 11 o'clock; ; The subject of the
a monopoly should be conclusive cvi- iBitole lesson is i"6ttcraroenfe" n' i (
deudfe hstt Ihe same general fact In!
LAt, a nieetlng of Sherman Post No.j
private actions brought against the
.
1
R.last jiigbt
dig
jjf ha.
The pro&ijects ar& for thbest vrpo)
defendants under theanti trust
etue.v
FV Eckles
one f
crop thl year that there has been for covered that Louie
was voted 484 to 62. That In
laws
In
the
was
members of the post,
the
several seasons. The wool is of a
com
!
same battle and in the same regiment terlocking of directorates among
heavy grade and is bring the highest
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Includ
corporations,.
petitive
v.irh
the
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It
late.
Jacob,
.JCepjeptrick,
paid-foa
num
been
have
f
prices that
raiIroadsuh&uld be prohibited (Rin, ine Dattie pjf-pr- j
uonneison tnat ing
ber f"yeara fr
:! !"v
of elimination ief competition
egardless
Mr, Kenestrick received the bullet
1?f.l
the corporations in queeHon
among
wound
in
his
resulted
death
that
yesWord has been received stating that
would constitute a violation of the
Charles A. Spless, who is at present terday. Mr. Kenestrick served in the Sherman act, was voted 491 to 41.
in Germany, will sail for this country Fourth Illinois cavalry which was laThat interlocking of officers and di
on the 24th of this month. Mr. Spiess ter known as the Twentieth( Illinois In. rectors
We guarantee bnr prices
betweea railroads and Indus
against all competition. Reliable
fantry. On account of his wounds Mr.
is booked for the Hamburg-Americatrans
concerns
which
with
trial
merchandise
they
at
reliable
was
Kenestrick
at
prices is what counts.
the end
discharged
liner America.
Of his first year's service. Mr. Eckles act any substantial volume of business
should be prohibited except in such
Come and look over our large line today.
Joseph Marable, the porter at the continued with the regiment during the ir stances as the Interstate commerce
entire
the
war.
four
Neither
years
pf
Commercial club, received a notice
commission may determine are not
this morning from Governor W. C Mo of the men were aware of the fact detrimental to the
L
public interest, was
that
In
served
had
same
the
they
Donald to the effect that he had been
494 to 43.
voted
appointed as a delegate to the Nation regiment, and neither knew each oth
623-6- 25
That there should be legislation In
er until they became associated In
y
DouglBLS Ave.
al
annlvereary of negro
form
"which
not
would
pronounce
freedom which is to be held in Chicago tli is city.
Illegal existing situations but would
in 1915.
MC
IV
authorize the interstate commerce
ATTENTION ELKS
commission on finding a detriment to
The Denver papers of Thursday
Upward of a thousand California the public interest in any interlocking
contained an article concerning the Elks will reach this
to order that it be terminated, was
city between
elopement of a Miss Margaret Onder-on- and 5 o'clock tomorrow afternoon, to voted 320 to 42.
with Eben Smith, a chauffeur. remain for an hour or more. '
That problems involved in prevent
Every
The old time residents of Las Vegas Elk in the
city is urgently requested ing concentration of credit should be
may remember Miss Onderonk, as she to be at the station, to meet the visit. referred for
inevstigation and recom
formerly resided here with her par- ing brothers. Every car owner snould mendation to the federal reserve board
ents.
For the best on the
be at the station.
or some other competent body, was
today see us.
WILLI AM SPRINGER,
voted 440 to 43.
Non-Skin
Miller
The Maroons are planning to give
or plain
Michelin tubes
Exalted Rul?,--.
That corporate ownership of stock
a dance at the armory on the twenty- or
of
competitive
dirctly
Indirectly
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needsecond of this mouth, a week from
corporations should be prohibited if
next Wednesday, and will look to the TRAFFIC MANAGER IN SANTA FE elimination
the
of competition among
ed for the auto.
Santa Fe, July 11. F. B. Houghton
people of the city for a large .patron-ege- .
corporations would constitute a viola
of
traffic
Chicago,
in
team
freight
The ball
is
need of
manager tion of the Sherman
act, except in such
miK.h equipment, and as a means of of the Santa Fe system, who arrived
instances as the interstate trade com
on
his
ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP
private car today on his way
raising the necessary funds the dance
mission, of the interstate commerce
has been arranged. The cost of the to California, accompanied by W.
case
in
the
of
railroads,
GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS
district freight and passenger commission,
tickets will be $1.
determine are not detrimental to
agent at El Paso, called on the state may
wrs
to
the public interest,
voted 432
At the Mutual Movies last night the corporation commission'
today but 7S.
found
the
out.'
commissioners
Chair
lar;e dinner set was drawn for. The
That there should be no attempt to
person holding the lucky number, man Mv S. Groves, who has been at
the shares of stock issues by
regulate
his
old
home
in Carlsbad, O. L. Owen,
which was 070622, was not, present
I
in interstate
and the proprietors of the popular who has been enjoying a vacation1 fish corporations engaged
was voted 445 to 74.
West side- - movie house have been un- ing trip on the Rio Medio, and Hugh commerce,
able to find who the winner is. The H. Williams, who has been at Albu
MRS, PANKHURST RELEASED,
managers of the house would greatly querque will all retcrn by tomorrow.
London
July. ,11. Mrs, EmmelLne
Chief
Clerk Edward, F.
axd and the
appreciate it If the person holding the
coupon corresponding '"the number other employes of the commission, did Pankhurst, tha:imilitant suffragette
tne honors during the visit of the rail leader, who was arrested on July g at
drawn would call for the chinaware.
tbe offices of the Woman's Social and
road officials,
Political Union, was again released
The first games in the tennis tour
oHllowayl
nament that was started today by the
jaij today.
WANTED Cieaa cotton ras
liti. '.:". "
students of the Normal were played Optlo office.
Ji TO PREVENT ORANGE RIOTS
his morning. LeRoy Brown and O.
Ixr Hargrove defeated Mersfelder and
Belfast, July 11. Tomorrow will
Sam Daley, while Daley and Mers
be Orangemen's day, the anniversary
felder successfully met and defeated
of the battle of the Boyne In 1690, in
which the forces of James II were de
the Barker brothers. Five teams have
feated by the protestant army. The
entered the tourney for the men and
three for the girls but more entrants
anniversary Is always a day of great
are expected the first of the week.
celebration on the part of the Orange
Some fast games are expected as exmen; ofi Belfast and vicinity, and in
the past it has on more than one occ-perienced players are in the line up.
casion been marked by bloly clashes
'
Keep
your clothes looking
with the Catholic . organisations. Ow
is
the
last
of
De
the
Tonight
night
nice. It make a difference. We
Kreo Brothers carnlcal which has
ing to the present' .in tense feeling over
the home rule situation the atithori- )!Pfnln Oldtqwn for the past .week.
wi
press men's suits for 50
tlse ot. Belfast are taking unusual pre
fun tonight will consist of confetti
cautions to prevent or suppress any
cents, every one can afford It -growing and a regular good time. The
shows have added attractions and pre
disorderly demonstrations tomorrowi
Ladiei' cleaning handled with
SOLD
parations have been made for a large
ASK FOB IT
crowd. The carnival has been playing
GERMAN
DIES
AUTHOR
care.
here under the direction of the E.
Berlin, July 11. Professor Julius
Romero Hose and Fire company and
Rodenburg, the German poet and au."TTH;c
the crowds have been turning out in
thor, died here today in his 84th year. city. No announcement had been LOS ANGELES GETS CONCENTIOM
good Btyle. , The entire outfit will enmade late this after
injag toMhe
deavor to make tonight's entertainPittsburgh, July 11. Los Angeles i
FRANK PEPPERD EXPIRES
funeral arrangements;
ment the best yet
About 3:15 o'clock thi3 afternoon
today defeated Seattle for the honor
Frank Pepperd, a well known resiSTATE CAMP OPENS OPENS
of entertaining next year's convention,
Company H, of the New Mexico Nadent of this city, died at the Las Albuquerque, N.
11. Joint of the national
LAS
STEAM
VEGAS
association of real te
tional Guard entrained at 1:30 this
Vegas hospital, where he had been maneuvers between the New Mxico
exchanges.
afternoon. Forty-fiv- e
men and four
confined for several days, having un state militia and the first" 3battalion? of
The association elected Thomaa;1
officers started for Deming where the
dergone an operation for gall stones the Sixth regular Infantry, hernn to
LAUNDRY.
summer encampment of the guard is
tast Thursday. Mr. Pepperd was 79 day at Deming, in connection with the Sbalcross, Philadelphia, president W.
to lie held. The officers accompanying
Mines, Los Angeles, and Samuel
years of age. He had been a resident the annual encampment - of the Na-M-r.
were Major L W.. Ilfold, First Lieu-of this city for a number of yean and tional Guard.. Colonel .0. JV Frederick j Collyear, eSattle were among the vice'
"tenant J. D. Powers, adjutant of the
Just Ski US Uj
chosen. Byron llastigs,
ia survived by his wife, a daughter has been detailed to direct the ma--j presidents
;
Second battalion, Captain Luis Armijo1
O mail a, was elected treasurer.
and several other relatives in thin neuvers.
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Detriot Electric
Light, Self Starter . . $1,000
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LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
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We have Just purchased a full line of Rugs In the very latest

patterns and designs.
Rug don't

All sizes and grades.

If yqu need a

Remeberfwe

t.i see our line.

fo-a- et

UGS

it-w-

jG,-A-

can save you

You Owe It to Him, to Yourself and to
Town to Do It.

n

money

on ANY

MAKE of Rug. ,Get .our

pnc,,

s

t

PAGE SAMPLE FURNITURE CO.
507 Sixth Street
Phone Vegas 114

J. C. JOHNiSEN

SON.

Half-Centur-

Not "Heavier Than Air"

.

. V

.'Vi
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but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a Back of It and see how
your reputation as a baker
will' "soar. "Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more at no other Is fully
equal to It Order a sack to-

'

day..,
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Las Vegas Roller Mills

Jefferson Reynolds, President
- S. B. Davis, Vice President
HaDct Reynolds. Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Casbiet.

&

D. Reynolds, Vice

President

TIRES AHD TUBES

k
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The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N.
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of llie Best of Everyllilcg EataW

The most wholesome meat
for summer is HUTTON.
The Best Mutton in Las Ve-g'
to be had at
:

as
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& I1AYVARD CO.STDRE
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Endorsed by America's Fines! Cooks
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LABOR

SELF RISING FLOUR
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Cr.yed by Using

Capital, SlOO.OOOf.SurpIus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In 'every- - department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of

market
thread.

,
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